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OPINION OF
OPINION
OF THE
THECOURT
COURT

GREENBERG, Circuit
CircuitJudge.
Judge.

1. INTRODUCTION
I.
INTRODUCTION
This matter
before this Court on an appeal
appealfrom
from
This
matter comes
comes on before
an order
order of
of the
the District
District Court entered
March 22, 2007,
2007, finding
finding
an
entered March
4747
U.S.C.
§ §
that the Child
Child Online
OnlineProtection
ProtectionAct
Act("COPA"),
(“COPA”),
U.S.C.
231, facially
violates
the
First
and
Fifth
Amendments
of
the
facially violates the First and Fifth Amendments of the
Constitution and
and permanently enjoining the
the Attorney
AttorneyGeneral
General
from enforcing
theDistrict
District
from
enforcing COPA.
COPA. The
TheGovernment
Government challenges the
Court's conclusions that: (1) COPA is not narrowly tailored
Court’s
tailored to
to
advance
the
Government's
compelling
interest
in
protecting
advance the Government’s compelling interest in protecting
children from
material
on the
Wide Wide
Web Web
fromharmful
harmful
material
on World
the World
restrictive,
equally
effective
("Web"); (2) there
(“Web”);
thereare
areless
less
restrictive,
equally
effective
alternatives totoCOPA;
andand (3) COPA
alternatives
COPA;
COPAis impermissibly
is impermissibly
overbroad
and
vague.
We
will
affrm.
overbroad and vague. We will affirm.

II. FACTS
HISTORY
II.
FACTSAND
ANDPROCEDURAL
PROCEDURAL
HISTORY
It is
set forth
forth aa short
short history
history of the
It
is useful
useful at
at the outset to set
background of COPA
COPAand
andan
anexplanation
explanationofofthe
therelationship
relationship
between the Web and
and the
the Internet.
Internet. Congress
COPA to
Congress enacted
enacted COPA
protect minors from
from exposure to sexually
sexually explicit
explicit material
material on
on the
Web. The
Web
is
just
one
portion
of
the
Internet,
which
"is an
The Web is just
which “is
interactive medium
a decentralized
network
of of
mediumbased
basedonon
a decentralized
network
computers." American
computers.”
American Civil
CivilLiberties
LibertiesUnion
Unionv.v.Gonzales,
Gonzales,478
478

5
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781 (E.D. Pa.
F. Supp.
Supp. 2d 775,
775, 781
Pa. 2007) ("Gonzales").
(“Gonzales”). "The
“The
in other activities
Internet may also
also be
be used to engage
engage in
activities such
such as
as
sending and
and receiving
receiving emails,
emails, trading
trading files,
fles, exchanging
sending
exchanging instant
messages, chatting
chatting online, streaming
messages,
streaming audio
audioand
andvideo,
video,and
and
making voice calls.”
calls." Id.
The
District
Court
described
how
the
Id. The District Court described how the
Web functions:

program
called
a Web
On the
the Web,
Web,a aclient
client
program
called
a Web
browser retrieves
retrieves information from
the
Internet,
from the Internet,
such as
asWeb
Web pages
pagesand
andother
othercomputer
computerfiles
files using
using
displays
them,
their network
networkaddresses
addressesand
and
displays
them,
Web pages,
typically on
computer monitor
monitor ....
typically
on a computer
. . . Web
which
can
contain,
inter
alia,
text,
still
which can contain, inter alia, text, and
still and
moving picture
fles,
sound
fles,
and
computer
picture files, sound files, and computer
scripts, are
are often
often arranged
arrangedin
incollections
collections of
of related
related
scripts,
material called Web sites, which consist of one or
more Web
more
Web pages.
pages. . . . It is
is estimated
estimated that there
there
are
between
25
and
64
billion
Web
pages
on
the
are between 25 and 64 billion Web pages
surface portion
portion of
of the
the Web
Web(‘Surface
(`SurfaceWeb’)
Web') –- that
surface
is, the portion of
of the
the Web
Web that
that is
is capable
capable of being
indexed by search
indexed
search engines.
engines. These
TheseWeb
Webpages
pages
may be displayed on a monitor
screen
and,
monitor screen and, thus,
the content may be seen
seen by anyone operating a
device which
which
computer or other Internet capable
capable device
properly connected
is properly
connected to the Internet.

Id. at 781-82 (citations omitted). The
TheDistrict
DistrictCourt
Courtindicated
indicated
of of
all all
Web
pages
on the
that "[a]
“[a]little
littlemore
morethan
than1 percent
1 percent
Web
pages
on the
Surface Web
Web (amounting
(amounting to
to approximately
approximately 275
275 million
million to
Surface
to 700
700
million Web
are sexually
sexually explicit.”
explicit." Id.
million
Web pages)
pages) are
Id.atat788.
788.
COPA provides
civilcivil
and and
criminal
penalties
providesforfor
criminal
penalties -–
including up
anyone
whowho
including
up totosix
sixmonths
monthsimprisonment
imprisonment- for
– for
anyone
6
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knowingly
knowinglyposts
posts "material
“materialthat
that is
is harmful
harmful to
to minors"
minors”on
on the Web
231 (a)(1).
"for commercial
purposes."
“for
commercial
purposes.”
47 U.S.C. § 231(a)(1).
"Intentional" violations
in heavier
fines.fines.
Id. at Id. at §
“Intentional”
violationsresult
result
in heavier
231
(a)(2). "[M]aterial
includes
231(a)(2).
“[M]aterialthat
thatisisharmful
harmfultotominors"
minors”
includesany
any
communication
that
is
obscene
or
that:
communication that is obscene

(A) the
(A)
the average
average person,
person, applying contemporary
contemporary
taking
the the
community standards,
standards, would
wouldfnd,
find,
taking
material
as
a
whole
and
with
respect
to
minors,
is
material a whole and with
designed to
to appeal
appeal to,
to, or
or is
is designed
to pander
to,
designed
designed to
pander to,
the prurient
prurient interest;
interest; (B) depicts,
depicts, describes,
describes, or
or
represents,in
in aa manner
manner patently offensive with
represents,
with
respect
to
minors,
an
actual
or
simulated
sexual
respect to
act or
or simulated
act
or sexual
sexualcontact,
contact,ananactual
actual
or simulated
act,act,
or a or
lewda lewd
normal ororperverted
pervertedsexual
sexual
exhibition ofofthethe
genitals
or post-pubescent
exhibition
genitals
or post-pubescent
female breast;
breast; and (C) taken
taken as
as aa whole,
whole,lacks
lacks
serious
literary,
artistic,
political,
or
scientifc
serious literary, artistic, political, or scientific
value for minors.

Id. at § 231(e)(6). "The
“Theterm
term`minor'
‘minor’means
meansany
anyperson
person under
17
231 (e)(7). A A
17 years
years of
of age."
age.”Id.Id.
person
makes
at at § 231(e)(7).
person
makes
a a
communication "for
commercial
purposes"
only
if
the
person
“for commercial purposes” only if the person
when making the communication
communication "is
business of
of
“isengaged
engaged in
in the business
communications." Id.
1 (e)(2)(A). A
A person
making such communications.”
Id.atat§§ 23
231(e)(2)(A).
is "engaged
in
the
business"
when
the
person:
“engaged in the business” when the person:
devotes time,
time, attention,
attention, or labor to such
such activities,
activities,
as a regular
or or
as
regular course
course ofofsuch
suchperson's
person’strade
trade
business,
with the
the objective
objective of
of earning
earning aaprofit
proft as
business, with
as
a result of such
such activities
activities ...
. . . . [and] only
only ififthe
the
person knowingly
knowingly causes
[or
solicits]
the
material
causes [or solicits]
to to
be be
posted
on on
the the
that is
is harmful
harmfultotominors
minors
posted

7
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World
World Wide
Wide Web
Web ...
....
Id. at § 231(e)(2)(B).
23 1 (e)(2)(B). A
A Web publisher can assert
assertan
anaffirmative
affirmative
Id.
defense to
to prosecution
prosecution under
under COPA
COPA ifif he
defense
he or
or she:
she:

has restricted
restricted access
accessby
byminors
minors to
to material
material that is
has
by by
requiring
useuse
of aof a
harmful to
to minors
minors- –(A)(A)
requiring
code, or
credit card, debit account,
account, adult
adult access
access code,
number;
adult personal
personal identifcation
identification
number; (B) by
by
accepting
a
digital
certifcate
that
verifes
age;
accepting a digital certificate
verifies age; or
(C) by
by any
anyother
otherreasonable
reasonablemeasures
measures that
that are
are
feasible under available technology.

Id. at § 231(c)(1).
Congress enacted
Supreme
Court
Congress
enacted COPA
COPAafter
afterthethe
Supreme
Court
declared Congress's
to protect
minors
from from
declared
Congress’s first
firstattempt
attempt
to protect
minors
exposure to sexually
materials
on on
the the
WebWeb
to beto be
exposure
sexuallyexplicit
explicit
materials
unconstitutional. See
Reno
v.
American
Civil
Liberties
Union,
See Reno v. American Civil
Union,
521
117
844,
S.Ct.
2329
(1997)
U.S.
(holding
that
521
844, 117 S.Ct.
thatthe
the
Communications Decency Act violated the First Amendment).
1998,
became
lawlaw
on October
21, 21, 1998,
The day
day after
afterCOPA
COPA
became
on October
plaintiffs,
consisting
of
speakers,
content
providers,
and
users
of
plaintiffs, consisting of speakers, content providers, and users of
the Web,
in the
District
CourtCourt
seeking
an an
Web, filed
filedthis
thisaction
action
in the
District
seeking
injunction barring
injunction
barring COPA's
COPA’senforcement.
enforcement. On
OnFebruary
February 1,
1, 1999,
the District Court preliminarily
preliminarilyenjoined
enjoinedthe
the Government
Government from
from
trial on
on the
themerits.
merits. American Civil
Civil
enforcing COPA pending aa trial
Liberties Union
v.
Reno,
31
F.
Supp.
2d
473
(E.D.
Pa.
1999).
Union v. Reno, 31 F. Supp. 2d 473 (E.D. Pa. 1999).
In its
its opinion
opinion the
the court
court pointed
pointed out,
out, among
among many
many other
other things,
suggested
that that
fltering
and blocking
that the
theplaintiffs
plaintiffs
suggested
filtering
and blocking
technology was
was an
an "example
“example ofofaamore
moreefficacious
efficaciousand
andless
less
restrictive
means
to
shield
minors
from
harmful
materials"
than
restrictive means to shield minors from harmful materials”
COPA but that
that the
the final
final determination
determination of
ofwhether
whetherthis
thiswas
wasso
so
88
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"must await trial
“must
trial on
on the merits."
merits.” Id.
Id.atat497.
497.
Government appealed
appealedbut
butwe
weaffirmed
affirmed the
the District
District
The Government
Court's order after concluding that the “community
"community standards"
Court’s
standards”
language
in
section
231(e)(6)(A)
by
itself
rendered
COPA
language in section 231(e)(6)(A) by itself rendered
COPA
unconstitutionally
unconstitutionally overbroad.
overbroad. American
AmericanCivil
CivilLiberties
LibertiesUnion
Union
v. Reno,
TheThe
Reno, 217 F.3d 162, 173 (3d Cir.
Cir. 2000)
2000) ("ACLU
(“ACLUI").I”).
Government then
certiorari
and and
the the
Government
then sought
soughtand
andobtained
obtained
certiorari
Supreme
Court
vacated
our
decision
and
remanded
the
Supreme
decision and remanded the case
case to
us for further
Court concluded that the
further proceedings
proceedings because
because the Court
"community standards"
“community
standards”language
language did
did not,
not, standing
standing alone, make
statuteunconstitutionally
unconstitutionally overbroad.
overbroad. Ashcroft
Ashcroft v. American
the statute
Civil
Liberties
Union,
535
U.S.
564,
585,
122
Civil Liberties Union, 535 U.S. 564, 585, 122S.Ct.
S.Ct. 1700,
1700, 1713
(2002).

On the remand
remand we ruled that,
that, for
for aa variety
varietyofofreasons,
reasons,
COPA was
was not
not narrowly
narrowlytailored
tailoredtotoserve
servethe
theGovernment's
Government’s
compelling interest
compelling
interest in
in preventing
preventing minors
minors from
frombeing
being exposed
exposed to
harmful
material
on
the
Web,
was
not
the
least
restrictive
harmful material on the Web, was not the least restrictive means
means
available to
effect that
was substantially
substantially overbroad.
available
to effect
that interest, and was
American Civil
CivilLiberties
LibertiesUnion
Unionv.v.Ashcroft,
Ashcroft,322
322F.3d
F.3d 240,
240, 25171
("ACLU II").
Consequently,
we again
71 (3d Cir.
Cir. 2003) (“ACLU
II”).
Consequently,
we again
affirmed the
District
Court's
order
granting
the
preliminary
the District Court’s order granting the preliminary
injunction. Id.Id.
at at
271.
The The
Government
againagain
sought
and and
injunction.
271.
Government
sought
certiorari but this time the
the Supreme
SupremeCourt
Courtaffirmed
affrmed our
obtained certiorari
caseto
tothe
theDistrict
District Court
Court for a
decision though it remanded the case
trial
on
the
merits.
The
Court
contemplated
that
the
record
trial on the merits. The Court contemplated that the
record
would
thethe
then
current
would be
be updated
updated on
onthe
theremand
remandtotorefect
reflect
then
current
technological
technological developments
developments and to account for any
any changes
changes in
the legal landscape.
landscape. The
The Court
Court further
further directed that
that the
theDistrict
District
Court determine
whether
Internet
content
flters
are
more
determine whether Internet content filters are more
effective than enforcement of the COPA
COPA restrictions or whether
effective
9
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other possible alternatives are less
lessrestrictive
restrictive and
and more
moreeffective
effective
than COPA
v. v.
COPA totoeffectuate
effectuateCongress's
Congress’sintention.
intention.Ashcroft
Ashcroft
American Civil
542
U.S.
656,
670-73,
124124
CivilLiberties
LibertiesUnion,
Union,
542
U.S.
656,
670-73,
S.Ct. 2783, 2794-95 (2004).

After
District Court
After aa bench
bench trial, the
the District
Court on
on March
March 22,
22, 2007,
2007,
issued extensive
extensivefindings
fndings of
plaintiffs have
issued
of fact, determined that plaintiffs
standing to maintain this
this action,
action, and
and concluded that:

COPA facially
the the
First First
and Fifth
faciallyviolates
violates
and Fifth
Amendment rights of
of the
the plaintiffs
plaintiffsbecause:
because: (1)
(1)
COPA is not narrowly tailored to the compelling
has failed
failed to
interest of Congress;
Congress; (2) defendant has
meet
his
burden
of
showing
that
COPA
thethe
meet
burden of showing that COPAis is
least restrictive
restrictive and
and most
most effective
effective alternative
alternative in
least
and (3)
(3) COPA
COPA
achieving the compelling interest; and
impermissibly vague
is impermissibly
vague and
and overbroad.
821.
Gonzales, 478 F. Supp.
The District
Supp. 2d atat 821.
DistrictCourt
Court
permanently
permanently enjoined the
the Attorney
AttorneyGeneral
Generaland
andhis
hisoffcers,
officers,
agents, employees,
employees, and
and attorneys,
attorneys, and
and those
those persons
persons in
in active
agents,
concert
or
participation
with
him
who
received
actual
notice
of
concert or participation
him who
actual notice of
from enforcing
its order, from
enforcing or
or prosecuting
prosecuting matters
matters premised upon
any time
time for
for any conduct.
conduct. Id.
COPA at any
Id.

filed aa timely
timely appeal
The Government then filed
appeal to this Court.

III. JURISDICTION
STANDARD
OFOF
REVIEW
III.
JURISDICTIONAND
AND
STANDARD
REVIEW
§ §
The District
District Court
Courthad
hadjurisdiction
jurisdictionunder
under2828U.S.C.
U.S.C.
1331 and
and we have
have jurisdiction
jurisdiction pursuant
1331
pursuant to
to 28
28 U.S.C.
U.S.C. §§1291.
1291.

We review the
the constitutionality
constitutionalityofofaafederal
federalstatute
statute and
and related
questions of
of statutory
statutory interpretation
interpretation de
de novo.
novo. Abdul-Akbar
questions
Abdul-Akbarv.v.
10
10
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McKelvie,
2001).
Although
we we
McKelvie,239
239F.3d
F.3d307,
307,311
311(3d
(3dCir.
Cir.
2001).
Although
factual
findings
for clear
generally review
review aadistrict
districtcourt's
court’s
factual
findings
for clear
"[i]n the
error, “[i]n
the First
First Amendment
Amendment context,
context, reviewing
reviewingcourts
courts have
a duty to engage
in
a
searching,
independent
factual
review of
of
engage in a searching, independent factual review
the full
full record."
record.”United
UnitedStates
Statesv.v.Scarfo,
Scarfo,263
263F.3d
F.3d80,
80,91
91(3d
(3d
hashas
emphasized
thatthat
"an “an
Cir. 2001). The
TheSupreme
SupremeCourt
Court
emphasized
appellate court has
`make an independent
appellate
has an
anobligation
obligationto to ‘make
independent
examination
of
the
whole
record'
in
order
to
make
sure
`the
examination of the whole record’ in order to make sure that ‘the
judgment
not constitute
constitute aa forbidden
forbidden intrusion
intrusion on
on the
the field
field
judgment does
does not
expression."' Bose
Union of
of United
United
of free expression.’”
Bose Corp.
Corp. v. Consumers
Consumers Union
104 S.Ct. 1949,
1949, 1958 (1984)
States, Inc.,
Inc., 466
466 U.S. 485, 499, 104
States,
Co.Co.
v. Sullivan,
(quoting New
NewYork
YorkTimes
Times
v. Sullivan, 376 U.S.
U.S. 254,
284-86, 84 S.Ct. 710, 728-29 (1964)).

IV. DISCUSSION
IV.
DISCUSSION
The First
shall
First Amendment
Amendmentprovides
providesthat
that"Congress
“Congress
shall
make no law ...
thethe
freedom
of speech,
or of
make
. .abridging
. abridging
freedom
of speech,
or the
of the
press
." U.S.
criminalizes
a
press . . . .”
U.S.Const.
Const.amend.
amend.I. COPA
I. COPA
criminalizes
a
category of speech
material
- that
is is
category
speech -–"harmful
“harmfultotominors"
minors”
material
– that
constitutionally
protected
for
adults.
Because
COPA
is
a
constitutionally protected for adults. Because COPA is a
content-based restriction
speech,speech,
it is
content-based
restrictionon protected
on protected
it is
presumptively
the burden
burden of
of
presumptively invalid
invalidand
and the
the Government
Government bears
bears the
U.S.
at at
660,
124
showing its constitutionality.
constitutionality.Ashcroft,
Ashcroft,542
542
U.S.
660,
124
S.Ct. at 2788.
Government challenges
challengesthe
theDistrict
District Court’s
Court's decision
The Government
facially violated
that COPA facially
violated plaintiffs'
plaintiffs’First
FirstAmendment
Amendmentrights
rights
because
was not narrowly
because itit was
narrowlytailored
tailoredtotofurther
furthera acompelling
compelling
government interest, i.e., was not
not the
the least
leastrestrictive
restrictive alternative
alternative
that interest,
interest, the
the prevention
prevention of minors
to advance
advance that
minors from
frombeing
being
11
11
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exposed to
to harmful
harmful material on the Web,
Web, and
andwas
wasimpermissibly
impermissibly
1
vague and
and overbroad.
overbroad.

A.
A. Law-of-the-Case
Law-of-the-CaseDoctrine
Doctrine
Before we
Before
we reach
reach the
the merits
merits of
ofthe
thecase,
case, we
we must
must address
address
the effect of our prior decision in
in ACLU
ACLUIIIIon
onthis
thisappeal,
appeal,as
as the
presence
of that
that decision
decision may
may make
makethe
thelaw-of-the-case
law-of-the-case doctrine
doctrine
presence of
a a
relevant here. Under
Underthe
thelaw-of-the-case
law-of-the-casedoctrine,
doctrine,"when
“when
court decides
upon
a
rule
of
law,
that
decision
should
continue
decides upon a rule of
to govern
govern the
the same
same issues
issues in
insubsequent
subsequent stages
stages in
in the
the same
same
case." Christianson
486 U.S.
case.”
Christianson v.
v. Colt
ColtIndus.
Indus.Operating
OperatingC,
Corp.,
486 U.S.
816,
800, 816, 108 S.Ct. 2166, 2177 (1988)
(1988) (quoting
(quotingArizona
Arizonav. v.
1382,
1391
California,
460
U.S.
605,
618,
103
S.Ct.
California, 460 U.S. 605, 618, 103 S.Ct. 1382, 1391 (1983)).
"This rule
thefinality
finality and efficiency
efficiency of
“This
rule of
of practice
practice promotes the
of the
judicial
judicialprocess
process by
byprotecting
protectingagainst
againstthe
theagitation
agitationofofsettled
settled
issues." Id.
issues.”
Id. (citation
(citationand
and quotation
quotation marks
marks omitted).

We recently addressed
thebinding
binding effect
effect that
that our
our prior
prior
addressed the
issuesat
atthe
thepreliminary
preliminary injunction
injunction stage
decisions on legal issues
stage on
case have
have on
on later
later decisions.
decisions. See
an earlier appeal in the same case
See
104-05
Pitt News
v.
Pappert,
379
F.3d
96,
News v. Pappert, 379 F.3d 96, 104-05 (3d Cir.
Cir. 2004).
Clearly the
nature
of
the
showing
that
an
applicant
for a for a
the nature of the showing that an applicant
preliminary
preliminary injunction
injunctionmust
mustmake
maketotoobtain
obtainrelief
reliefcan
canpresent
present
special difficulties
diffculties ininapplying
special
applyingthe
thelaw-of-the-case
law-of-the-casedoctrine
doctrineinin
stagesof
ofthe
thelitigation.
litigation. In
later stages
In Pitt
PittNews
News we
we noted
noted that "three
“three
separate
rules
are
relevant"
when
considering
the
effect
of
separate rules are relevant” when considering
ofaa
preliminary
preliminary injunction
injunctionlater
laterininongoing
ongoinglitigation:
litigation:

1

'The
not challenge
challenge the
the District
District
The Government, however, does
does not
Court's determination that plaintiffs
plaintiffs have
Court’s
have standing to bring this
action.
12
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First, itit is
is our
our Court's
Court’stradition
traditionthat
thataapanel
panelmay
may
`a holding’
holding' of
not overrule ‘a
of aa prior
prior panel.
panel. Second,
Second,
it is well
neither this
this tradition
tradition nor
it
well established
established that neither
the law-of-the-case
law-of-the-case doctrine
doctrinerequires
requiresa panel
a panel
hearing an
appeal
from
the
entry
of
a
final
an appeal from the entry of a final
judgment
in
judgment to
to follow
followthe
the legal
legal analysis
analysis contained in
a prior
prior panel
paneldecision
decisionaddressing
addressingthe
thequestion
question
whether aaparty
moved
for preliminary
partythat
that
moved
for preliminary
injunctive
relief
showed
a
likelihood
injunctive relief showed a likelihoodofofsuccess
success
on the
themerits.
merits.
Third, although
althougha panel
a panel
injunction
appeal
entertaining aapreliminary
preliminary
injunction
appeal
decides only
only whether
whether the
the district
district court
generally decides
abused
its
discretion
in
ruling
on
the
request
for
abused its discretion in
request for
relief
relief and
and generally
generally does
does not
not go
gointo
intothe
themerits
merits
farther than
necessary to
todetermine
determine whether
whether
any farther
than is necessary
the moving
of of
movingparty
partyestablished
establisheda likelihood
a likelihood
success,
a
panel
is
not
always
required
to
take
this
success, a panel is not always required to take this
narrow approach.
a preliminary
injunction
approach. If If
a preliminary
injunction
appeal presents
presents aa question
question of
of law
law and
facts are
appeal
and the
the facts
are
established or of
established
of no
nocontrolling
controllingrelevance,
relevance,thethe
panel may decide the
the merits
merits of the claim.
104-05 (citations and
Id. atat 104-05
and most
mostinternal
internalquotation
quotation marks
omitted). We
Weexplained:
explained:

prior
panel
In the
the typical
typicalsituation
situation- –where
wherethethe
prior
panel
stopped
at
the
question
of
likelihood
of
success
stopped at the question of likelihood success –be carefully
carefully
the prior panel's
panel’s legal analysis must be
binding on
considered, but it is not binding
on the
the later
later panel.
Indeed, particularly
important
First First
Indeed,
particularlywhere
where
important
Amendment
issues
are
raised,
the
later
Amendment issues
later panel
panel has
has
end,
to exercise
its own
aa duty,
duty, ininthethe
end,
to exercise
its best
own best
13
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judgment. On
panel
Onthe
theother
otherhand,
hand,if ifthethefrstfirst
panel
does not stop
of of
does
stop atatthe
thequestion
questionofoflikelihood
likelihood
success and
and instead
instead addresses
addressesthe
themerits,
merits, the
the later
later
success
panel, in accordance
accordancewith
with our
our Court’s
Court's traditional
practice,
should
regard
itself
as
bound by
by the
theprior
prior
practice, should
itself bound
panel opinion.

Id. at 105.
But even if
if we subsequently conclude that in
in aa particular
particular
But
caseour
ourprior
prior determination
determination ordinarily
ordinarily would
case
would bind
bind us,
us, we may
reconsider
any
of the
reconsider issues
issues that we
we previously
previouslyresolved
resolvedif if
any
of the
following "extraordinary
"(1) there
following
“extraordinarycircumstances"
circumstances”are
are present: “(1)
has
been
an
intervening
change
in
the
law;
(2)
new
evidence
has been an intervening change in the law; (2) new evidence has
has
become
become available; or
or (3)
(3) reconsideration
reconsideration isis necessary
necessary to prevent
Council
of Alternative
clear error or
oraamanifest
manifestinjustice."
injustice.”
Council
of Alternative
Political
64, 69
69(3d
(3dCir.
Cir. 1999)
1999)(citing
(citing
PoliticalParties
Parties v.
v. Hooks,
Hooks, 179 F.3d 64,
In re
City
of
Philadelphia
Litig_,
158
F.3d
711,
718
(3d
Cir.
re City of Philadelphia Litig., 158 F.3d 711, 718 (3d Cir.
1998)).
1998)).

to to
In ACLU
ACLUIIIIwe
weconcluded
concludedthat
thatplaintiffs
plaintiffswere
werelikely
likely
succeed on
onthe
themerits
meritsand
andthus
thusconcluded
concludedthat
thatthe
theDistrict
District Court
Court
succeed
could grant them
them aapreliminary
preliminary injunction.
injunction. Nevertheless
did
Nevertheless we did
analysis after
after coming
coming to that conclusion. Instead,
not stop our analysis
Instead,

we opined
constitutionality
of COPA
and and
opined atatlength
lengthononthethe
constitutionality
of COPA
construed aa number
number of
of terms
terms of
of the statute.
statute. Consequently,
construed
Consequently, the
procedural posture
of
this
case
and
the
scope
of of
ourour
priorprior
posture of this case and the scope
decision has
has set
setaafoundation
foundationfor
forthe
thepossible
possibleapplicability
applicability of the
law-of-the-case doctrine
doctrine here.
here.
will explain
Though we will
explainininmore
moredetail
detailthe
the basis
basis for
for our
our
conclusions in
for purposes
of determining
the the
conclusions
in ACLU
ACLUII, II,
for purposes
of determining
binding
binding effect
effectof
ofthat
thatdecision
decisionon
onthis
thisappeal
appeal itit is
is enough
enough to note
14
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now that
heldheld
the following:
thatweweexpressly
expressly
the following: (1) COPA's
COPA’s
thatthat
is harmful
to minors,"
and
definitions ofof"material
“material
is harmful
to minors,”
and
"commercial purposes"
“commercial
purposes” and COPA's
COPA’s affrmative
affirmativedefenses
defensesare
are
narrowly tailored
Government's compelling
not narrowly
tailored to
to achieve
achieve the Government’s
interest in protecting minors from
from harmful
harmfulmaterial
materialon
on the
the Web,
a less
restrictive
322 F.3d
F.3d atat251;
251; (2) filtering
filteringsoftware
softwareis is
a less
restrictive
COPA
restrictions
to advance
the
alternative than
thanthethe
COPA
restrictions
to advance
the
Government's compelling
Government’s
compelling interest
interest in
inpreventing
preventingminors
minorsfrom
from
being exposed
to
harmful
material
on
the
Web,
id.
at
265;
(3)
exposed to harmful
(3)
COPA is
is "substantially
“substantiallyoverbroad"
overbroad”because
because ofofitsitsuse
useofofthe
the
terms "material
minors,"
"minor,"
"commercial
terms
“material harmful
harmfultoto
minors,”
“minor,”
“commercial
purposes,"
and“community
"communitystandards”;
standards";(4)
(4)COPA’s
COPA'saffirmative
affrmative
purposes,” and
defenses do
do not
not save
savethe
thestatute
statutefrom
fromsweeping
sweepingtoo
too broadly;
broadly; and
and
defenses
narrowing construction of COPA is not available to permit
(5) a narrowing
it to
to be
be upheld, id.
id. at
at 266-71.

II, the
Supreme
Court
In its
its decision
decision affrming
affirmingACLU
ACLU
II, the
Supreme
Court
expressly
declined
to
consider
many
of
the
issues
that
we
had
expressly
of the issues
determined. Specifcally,
determined.
Specifically,the
theCourt
Courtstated:
stated:
thethe
[W]e agree
agree with
withthe
theCourt
CourtofofAppeals
Appealsthat
that
District Court
abuse
its discretion
in in
District
Courtdid
didnotnot
abuse
its discretion
entering the
injunction.
entering
thepreliminary
preliminary
injunction.
Our
reasoning in support of
of this conclusion, however,
basedon
onnarrower,
narrower, more
morespecific
specifc grounds than
is based
the Court
Court of Appeals adopted.
adopted. The
the rationale the
Court of
Appeals,
in
its
opinion
affrming
the the
of Appeals, in its opinion affirming
District Court,
decision of the District
Court, construed
construed a number
of terms
terms in
in the
the statute,
statute, and
and held
held that
that COPA,
COPA,so
so
construed, was
was unconstitutional.
unconstitutional. None
construed,
None of
ofthose
those
constructions of
of statutory terminology, however,
were relied
relied on
on by
by or
or necessary
necessary to the conclusions
15
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of the District
District Court.
Court. Instead,
Instead,the
theDistrict
DistrictCourt
Court
concluded only
likely
to to
concluded
only that
thatthe
thestatute
statutewas
was
likely
burden some speech
speech that
that is
is protected
protected for adults,
which
not dispute.
dispute. As to
which [the
[the Government] does
does not
the definitional
disputes,
the
District
Court Court
definitional disputes, the District
concluded only
only that
that[the
[theplaintiffs’]
plaintiffs'] interpretation
concluded
was ‘not
`not unreasonable,'
on on
theirtheir
unreasonable,’ and
andrelied
relied
interpretation
that[the
[theplaintiffs]
plaintiffs]
interpretation only
only to conclude that
had
standing
to
challenge
the
statute,
which,
had standing to challenge the statute, which,
notnot
dispute.
again, [the Government]
Government]does
does
dispute.
Because
weaffirm
affirm the
theDistrict
District Court’s
Court's decision to
Because we
grant the preliminary
preliminary injunction
injunctionfor
forthe
thereasons
reasons
relied on
by
the
District
Court,
we
decline
to to
on by the District Court, we decline
consider the correctness
correctness of the other
other arguments
arguments
relied on by the Court of
of Appeals.
Appeals.
Ashcroft,
2791 (citations
(citations omitted).
Ashcroft,542
542 U.S.
U.S. at
at 665, 124 S.Ct. at 2791
The Court then
addressed
the
issue
of
whether
then addressed
issue
whether there
there are
are less
less
restrictive alternatives
alternatives to the
the COPA
COPA restrictions
restrictions to
tofurther
furtherthe
the
Government's compelling
objective
andand
Government’s
compelling interest
interestininCOPA's
COPA’s
objective
statedthat
that“[f]ilters
"[f]ilters are
less restrictive
restrictive than
thanCOPA.”
COPA." Id.
stated
are less
Id. at
at 667,
124
S.Ct.
at
2792.
The
Court
recognized,
however,
that
"there
124 S.Ct. at 2792.
“there
are substantial factual
case.
are
factual disputes
disputes remaining
remainingininthethe
case. . . .
[T]here is
in the evidence
evidence as
asto
tothe
theeffectiveness
effectivenessof
of
[T]here
is aa serious gap in
filtering software.
filtering
software. For
Forus
ustotoassume,
assume, without
without proof,
proof, that
that flters
filters
are
less
effective
than
COPA
would
usurp
the
District
Court's
are less effective than COPA would usurp the District Court’s
124 S.Ct.
factfinding role."
S.Ct. at
factfinding
role.”Id. at
Id. at 671, 124
at 2794 (citation
(citation
omitted). Thus,
Thus,the
theCourt
Courtrecognized
recognizedthat
thatrestrictiveness
restrictiveness and
and
separatematters.
matters. The Court also noted that:
effectiveness are separate
that:

[T]he factual
refect
current
factualrecord
recorddoes
doesnotnot
reflect
current
faw ininany
technological reality -–aa serious
serious flaw
anycase
case
16
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involving
technology
of the
involvingthe
theInternet.
Internet.The
The
technology
of the
pace.
Yet theYet the
Internet evolves
evolvesatata rapid
a rapid
pace.
factfindings of
of the
the District
District Court
Court were
were entered
entered in
February 1999, over five
five years
years ago
ago .. . . . It is
is
reasonable
to
assume
that
other
technological
reasonable
assume that other technological
developments important
important to the First Amendment
developments
analysis have
time.
analysis
have also
also occurred
occurredduring
duringthat
that
time.
More and
and better
better filtering
filteringalternatives
alternativesmay
mayexist
exist
than when
when the
the District
District Court entered
enteredits
itsfindings.
fndings.

Id. Accordingly,
Accordingly,the
theCourt
Courtdecided
decidedtotoremand
remandthe
thecase
casetotothe
the
District Court
trialtrial
on the
to "update
and and
District
Courtfor
fora full
a full
on merits
the merits
to “update
supplement
the
factual
record
to
refect
current
technological
supplement the factual record reflect current technological
realities"
realities” and
and "to
“totake
take account
account of
ofaa changed
changed legal landscape"
landscape” to
less restrictive
restrictive alternatives to
determine if other
other methods
methods were less
COPA to
to further
furtherthe
theGovernment's
Government’scompelling
compellinginterest
interestininitsits
objective. Id.
Id.atat672,
672,124
124 S.Ct.
S.Ct. at
at 2795.
2795.
The Government
Government contends that
thatthe
theportion
portion of
of our
ouropinion
opinion
in ACLU
Court's holding
ACLUIIIIthat
thatgoes
goesbeyond
beyond the
the Supreme
Supreme Court’s
holding "is
“is
Supreme Court’s
Court's decision remanding
not binding
binding because
because the Supreme
for further
further consideration
consideration of
of the
the question
question whether
whether fltering
filteringisisa a
less
restrictive
alternative
than
COPA
contemplates
less
alternative than COPA contemplatesa afresh
fresh
case, including
including the scope
scope of
of
examination of
of all
all the
the issues
issues in this case,
COPA's coverage
its efficacy
effcacy and
COPA’s
coverage and its
and restrictiveness compared
Letter
at 1at 1 (May 30,
to filtering."
filtering.”Appellant's
Appellant’s
Letter
30, 2008).2
2008).2 We
conclude, however, that the
conclude,
the Government
Government isisincorrect
incorrecton
onthis
this
point. The
TheSupreme
Supreme Court's
Court’s decision
decision explicitly
explicitlyleft
leftuntouched
untouched
22The

The Government wrote
wrote this
this letter
letter in
inresponse
response to our
our request
the parties
partiesfile
fle supplemental letter briefs on the
the law-of-thelaw-of-thethat the
case issue.
17
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our conclusions
conclusions in
in ACLU
ACLU IIIIother
otherthan
than our
our decision
decision that filters
filters
are aa less
less restrictive
restrictive alternative
alternative than
than COPA
COPA for advancing
are
advancing the
Government's compelling
litigation.
Government’s
compelling interest
interestatatstake
stakeininthis
this
litigation.
determinations
our our
Moreover, our
ourother
other
determinations -– including
including
interpretation of
the
provisions
of
COPA
and
whether
they
of the provisions of COPA and whether they are
are
narrowly construed
overbroad
- did– not
narrowly
construedororimpermissibly
impermissibly
overbroad
did not
depend on
on the
the factual
factual record
record and
and thus
thuswould
would not
not be
be implicated
implicated
depend
by the evidence developed in the subsequent
trial
on
subsequent trial the merits
in the
those
conclusions
remain
the District
DistrictCourt.
Court.Accordingly,
Accordingly,
those
conclusions
remain
binding
binding on
on us
us now.
Government also
we should
should reconsider
reconsider
The Government
also contends that we
issues addressed
addressedininACLU
ACLU II
II on the basis
basis of
of an
an intervening
intervening
the issues
change
in
the
law
since
we
decided
that
case.
In
this
regard itit
change in the law since we decided that case. In
regard
points to the
Court's recent
the Supreme Court’s
recent decision in
in United
United States
States
v. Williams,
Williams,128
128S.Ct.
S.Ct. 1830
1830 (2008),
(2008), where
where the Court found that
the Prosecutorial
Tools
to end
Prosecutorial Remedies
Remediesand
andOther
Other
Tools
to the
end the
18
Exploitation
of
Children
Today
Act
of
2003,
U.S.C.
§
Exploitation of Children Today Act of 2003, 18
2252A(a)(3)(B),
2252A(a)(3)(B), isis not
not overbroad
overbroad under
under the
the First
First Amendment.
Amendment.
But the Court in Williams
the wellwellWilliamsmerely
merelyrestated
restated and applied the
established
legal
doctrines
of
overbreadth
and
vagueness
and
did
established legal doctrines of overbreadth and vagueness and did
not change
wewe
change the law applicable
applicable to
to this
thiscase.
case. Accordingly,
Accordingly,
conclude that
"extraordinary
circumstances"
conclude
that there
thereare
arenotnot
“extraordinary
circumstances”
justifying
II other
justifyingus
usinindeparting
departingfrom
fromour
ourholdings
holdingsininACLU
ACLU
II other
that with
with respect
respectto
tofiltering.
fltering.
than that

Now
have delineated
delineatedthe
thecontours
contoursofofACLU
ACLU II’s
II's
Now that
that we have
effect on
will address
the Government
Government
effect
on this
this appeal,
appeal, we will
address the
the issues
issues the
raises. As
issues,we
wewill
will determine whether,
As we
we consider
consider these issues,
and if
if so
areare
thethe
and
so the
the extent,
extent, that
that our
our conclusions
conclusions ininACLU
ACLUII II
law-of-the-case
here.
law-of-the-case here.

B. Strict
StrictScrutiny
Scrutiny
18
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First, the
the Government
Government challenges
challenges the
the District
DistrictCourt's
Court’s
does
notnot
decision that
that COPA
COPAisisunconstitutional
unconstitutionalbecause
becauseit it
does
survive strict scrutiny,
scrutiny, the
the standard
standard that we apply
apply in
in this
thiscase
case
inasmuch as
COPA is
content-based restriction
restriction on
inasmuch
as COPA
is aa content-based
on speech.
speech. See
See
Turner
Broadcasting
Sys.,
Inc.
v.
Fed.
Commc'ns
Comm'
n,
512
Turner Broadcasting
Commc’ns Comm’n,
U.S. 622, 642, 114
114 S.Ct.
S.Ct. 2445,
2445, 2459
2459(1994).
(1994). To survive strict
strict
scrutiny analysis,
analysis, aastatute
statutemust:
must: (1) serve
serve a acompelling
compelling
governmental interest;
interest; (2)
(2) be
be narrowly
narrowly tailored to
governmental
to achieve
achieve that
interest; and (3) be the least
least restrictive
restrictive means
of
advancing
that
means of
interest. Sable
Cal.,
Inc.Inc.
v. Fed.
Commc'ns
interest.
SableCommc'ns
Commc’nsof of
Cal.,
v. Fed.
Commc’ns
Comm'n, 492
Comm’n,
492 U.S.
U.S. 115,
115, 126,
126, 109
109 S.Ct.
S.Ct. 2829, 2836 (1989).

1. Compelling
1.
Compelling Interest
Interest
As we
enacted COPA
COPA to protect
we noted
noted above,
above, Congress enacted
explicit material
minors from
from exposure
exposure to sexually explicit
material on
on the
the Web.
Court has
has held
held that
that “there
"there is
is aacompelling
compelling interest
The Supreme Court
in protecting
the
physical
and
psychological
well-being
of of
protecting the physical and psychological
well-being
minors," Sable,
109 S.Ct. at 2836,
minors,”
Sable, 492
492 U.S.
U.S.atat126,
126, 109
2836, and
and the
the
parties agree
agree that
that the
the Government
Government has
has aa compelling
compelling interest to
protect minors from
from exposure
exposure to harmful
harmful material
material on
on the
the Web.
Inasmuch as
as we
we agree
agreewith
with them
them on
on that
that point,
point, we turn to the
Inasmuch
question of
of whether COPA
COPA is narrowly
narrowly tailored
tailored to
to effectuate its
purpose.

2. Narrowly
NarrowlyTailored
Tailored
As we stated above,
above, to
to survive
survive aa strict
strict scrutiny analysis
to advance
a compelling
COPA must
must be
benarrowly
narrowlytailored
tailored
to advance
a compelling
government interest.
interest. In
government
In ACLU
ACLUII,II,we
weaddressed
addressed this
this issue
issue and
held that the following
followingprovisions
provisionsofofCOPA
COPAare
arenot
notnarrowly
narrowly
tailored:

(a) the definition
definitionofof`material
‘materialthat
thatisisharmful
harmfultoto
19
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minors,'
minors,’ which
whichincludes
includesthe
the concept
concept of
of taking
taking `as
‘as
to appeal
to the
a whole'
whole’material
materialdesigned
designed
to appeal
to the
`prurient interest’
interest' of
‘prurient
of minors;
minors; and
and material which
which
(when judged as
as aa whole)
whole) lacks
lacks ‘serious
`serious literary’
literary'
or other `value'
‘value’ for
forminors;
minors;(b)
(b)the
thedefinition
definitionofof
`commercial purposes,’
purposes,' which
which limits the reach
reach of
of
‘commercial
the statute to persons
persons `engaged
‘engaged in the
the business'
business’
(broadly defined) of
of making
making communications
communications of
of
material that
is
harmful
to
minors;
and
(c)
the
that is harmful to minors; and (c) the
`affirmative defenses'
‘affirmative
defenses’ available
availabletotopublishers,
publishers,
which
whichrequire
requirethe
the technological
technologicalscreening
screeningof
ofusers
users
of age
ageverification.
verifcation.
for the purpose
purpose of

ACLU
ACLUII,
II,322
322F.3d
F.3datat251.
251.
why we found that the
First, we addressed
addressed why
the "taking
“takingthe
the
asaawhole”
whole"language
languageininCOPA’s
COPA'sdefinition
defnition of
of “material
"material
material as
that is harmful
to
minors,"
was
not
narrowly
tailored.
harmful to minors,” was not narrowly tailored.COPA
COPA
defines
such
material
to
include
any
matter
that
is
obscene
defines such material
matter
is obscene or
that:
(A) the
(A)
theaverage
averageperson,
person,applying
applyingcontemporary
contemporarycommunity
community
standards,
would
find,
taking
the
material
as
a
whole
and with
with
standards, would find,
as a whole and
respect
respect to minors, is
is designed
designed to
to appeal
appeal to,
to, or
or isisdesigned
designed toto
pander
pander to,
to, the
theprurient
prurientinterest;
interest; (B) depicts,
depicts,describes,
describes,oror
represents,
with
respect
to to
represents, in aa manner
mannerpatently
patentlyoffensive
offensive
with
respect
minors, an actual or simulated
sexual
act
or
sexual
contact,
an
simulated sexual
sexual
actual or simulated normal or
actual
or perverted
perverted sexual
sexual act, or aa lewd
lewd
exhibition of
exhibition
ofthe
thegenitals
genitalsor
orpost-pubescent
post-pubescent female
female breast;
breast; and
asaawhole,
whole,lacks
lacksserious
seriousliterary,
literary,artistic,
artistic,political,
political, or
(C) taken as
scientifc value
scientific
valuefor
forminors.
minors.

47 U.S.C. § 231(e)(6) (emphasis added). We concluded
concluded that the
20
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taken
"as aa whole”
whole" language,
when read
read in
in context
context with
with other
taken “as
language, when
language in the statute, mandates
mandatesevaluation
evaluation of
of an
an exhibit
exhibit on the

rather than
thanin
incontext.
context. ACLU
ACLU II,
Internet in isolation, rather
II,322
322 F.3d
F.3d
at 253.
253. We
explained
that:
We explained
Because we
we view such
Because
such aa statute, construed as its
own text unquestionably
unquestionably requires,
requires, as
as pertaining
individual
exhibits,
COPA COPA
only totosingle
single
individual
exhibits,
endangers
a
wide
range
of
communications,
endangers
wide range of communications,
exhibits, and
speakers
do not
and speakers whose messages
messages do
of harmful
materials
comport with
withthethetype
type
of harmful
materials
legitimately targeted
legitimately
targeted under COPA, i.e., material
material
that is obscene
obsceneasastotominors.
minors.Accordingly,
Accordingly, while
while
COPA penalizes publishers
publishers for
for making available
time itit
improper material for
for minors,
minors, at
at the
the same
same time
impermissibly burdens
burdens aa wide
widerange
rangeofofspeech
speech
and exhibits
exhibits otherwise protected for
for adults. Thus,
in our
the Act,
ouropinion,
opinion,
the which
Act, proscribes
which proscribes
publication
publication of
of material
material harmful
harmfultotominors,
minors,isisnot
not
serve
thethe
Government's
narrowly tailored
tailoredtoto
serve
Government’s
stated purpose
purpose in protecting
stated
protecting minors
minorsfrom
fromsuch
such
material.

Id. (citation
(citation omitted).
omitted).
We also
we found
that "COPA's
alsoexplained
explainedwhy
why
we found
that “COPA’s
definition of
thethe
definition
ofthe
the term
term `minor,'
‘minor,’viewed
viewedininconjunction
conjunctionwith
with
`material harmful
test,
is not
narrowly
‘material
harmfultotominors'
minors’
test,
is tailored
not tailored
narrowly
enough to
to satisfy
satisfy the
theFirst
First Amendment’s
Amendment's requirements.”
requirements." Id. at
enough
255. COPA
defines
"minor"
as
"any
person
COPA defines “minor” as “any person under
under 17
17 years of
age." 47 U.S.C. §§ 231(e)(7).
age.”
231(e)(7). We
Westated
statedthat
thatthe
theterm
term"thus
“thus
21
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applies in a literal
literal sense
to an
an infant,
infant, aa five-year
five-year old,
sense to
old, or
or aa person
just
322
F.3d
at 254.
We We
just shy
shy of
ofage
age seventeen."
seventeen.” ACLU
ACLUII, II,
322
F.3d
at 254.
reasoned
that“Web
"Web publishers
publishers would
would face great
great uncertainty
uncertainty in
reasoned that
deciding what
minor
could
be
exposed
to
its
publication,
what minor could be
its publication, so
so that
publisher could
could predict,
predict, and
andguard
guardagainst,
against,potential
potentialliability.”
liability."
aa publisher
Id. at 255. We
We explicitly
explicitlyrejected
rejectedthe
theGovernment's
Government’sargument
argument
older
that the term "should
“should be
beread
read totoapply
applyonly
onlytotonormal,
normal,
older
adolescents," id. atat 254, and
ourour
adolescents,”
and stated
statedthat
thatunder
undereither
either
definition
or
the
Government's
proffered
defnition,
"the
definition or the Government’s proffered definition, “theterm
term
`minor,' viewed
thethe
`material
harmful
to to
‘minor,’
viewedininconjunction
conjunctionwith
with
‘material
harmful
minors' test,
minors’
test, is not tailored narrowly
narrowly enough
enough to satisfy the First
Amendment's
Amendment’s requirements,"
requirements,” id.
id. at
at 255.
255.

We then
whywhy
we found
that that
thenproceeded
proceededtotoexplain
explain
we found
"COPA's purported
liability
to persons
making
“COPA’s
purportedlimitation
limitationofof
liability
to persons
making
communications `for
communications
‘forcommercial
commercialpurposes'
purposes’does
does not narrow the
reach
of COPA
COPA sufficiently.”
sufficiently." Id.
reach of
Id.atat256.
256.COPA
COPAstates
states that
that "[a]
“[a]
person
shall
be
considered
to
make
a
communication
for
person shall be considered to make a communication for
thethe
commercial purposes
purposes only
only ififsuch
suchperson
personisisengaged
engagedinin
business
of making such
such communications,”
communications," and that
business of

[t]he term
term `engaged
‘engaged in the
the business'
business’ means
means that
the person
person who
who makes
makesaacommunication
communication. ...
. . that
includes any material that is
is harmful
harmfultotominors,
minors,
time, attention, or labor to such
such activities,
activities,
devotes time,
as a regular
or or
as
regular course
course ofofsuch
suchperson's
person’strade
trade
business,
with
the
objective
of
earning
a
proft.
business, with the objective of earning a profit . ..
in
.. A
A person
person may
may be
be considered to be engaged
engaged in
the business
business . . . only ififthe
theperson
personknowingly
knowingly
causes[or
[or solicits]
solicits] the material
material that
that is
is harmful
harmful to
causes
minors to be
be posted
postedon
onthe
theWorld
WorldWide
Wide Web
Web....
..
.
22
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47 U.S.C. § 231(e)(2). We
Westated
stated that:

we read
read COPA to apply to
to Web
Web publishers
publishers who
who
have posted
that
is is ‘harmful
`harmful to
have
posted aU
anymaterial
material
that
to
minors'
on
their
Web
sites,
even
if
they
do
not
minors’ on their Web sites, even if they do not
make aa profit
profit from
make
from such
such material itself
itself or
or do
do not
not
post such material as
as the principal
principal part
partofoftheir
their
business.
business. Under the plain language
language of COPA, a
Web publisher
will
be
subjected
liability
if if
publisher will be subjectedto to
liability
even aa small
small part
part of his or her Web site displays
even
`harmful to minors.'
material ‘harmful
minors.’
ACLU
ACLUII,II,322
322F.3d
F.3datat256.
256.We
Westated
statedthat
thatthis
thisgroup
groupincluded
included
"those
persons
who
sell
advertising
space
on
their
otherwise
“those persons who
advertising space
their otherwise
sites ..... .[,[,including]
noncommercial Web sites
including]the
theWeb
Webpublisher
publisher
who provides
seeks
provides free
free content
content on
onhis
hisororher
herWeb
Website
siteand
and
seeks
to defray
the cost
advertising revenue,
revenue, perhaps
perhapsonly
only
to defray
the ofcost of
maintaining the
Web
site."
Id.
We
also
rejected
the
the Web site.” Id. We also rejected the
Government's
that“COPA’s
"COPA's definition
definition of
in
Government’s argument that
of`engaged
‘engaged in
to those
persons
whowho
publish
the business'
business’ limits
limitsliability
liability
to those
persons
publish
material that is harmful
harmful to
to minors
minors `as
‘as aa regular
regular course
course of such
person's
business
or
trade"':
person’s business or trade’”:
COPA's use
COPA’s
use of
of the
the phrase
phrase `regular
‘regular course'
course’ does
does
not narrow
narrow the
the scope
scope of
ofspeech
speech covered
covered because
because
not place
place any
anylimitations
limitations on the amount, or
it does not
publisher's
posted
the proportion,
proportion,ofofa Web
a Web
publisher’s
posted
content that constitutes
constitutes such
such material.
material. Thus, even
if posted
is harmful
to minors
if
postedmaterial
materialthat
that
is harmful
to minors
constitutes only
even or even
constitutes
onlya very
a small,
very or
small,
infnitesimal,
part
of
a
publisher's
entire
infinitesimal, part of a publisher’s entireWeb
Web site,
the publisher
publisher may
may still
still be
be subject
subject to
to liability.
liability.

23
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Id. at 257.

Finally, we
we we
found
that COPA's
Finally,
weexplained
explainedwhy
why
found
that COPA’s
affirmative defenses
were not
notnarrowly
narrowly tailored.
tailored. As
affirmative
defenses were
As we already
have
noted
above,
a
Web
publisher
can
assert
an
affrmative
have noted above, a
assert an affirmative
defense ifif it:
defense
restricted access
accessby
byminors
minors to
to material
material that is
has restricted
by by
requiring
useuse
of aof a
harmful to
to minors
minors- –(A)(A)
requiring
credit card, debit
account,
adult
access
code,
debit account, adult access code, or
number;
adult personal
personal identifcation
identification
number; (B) by
by
accepting aadigital
digital certificate
certifcate that verifies
verifes age;
accepting
age; or
(C) by
by any
anyother
otherreasonable
reasonablemeasures
measures that
that are
are
feasible under available technology.

47 U.S.C. § 231(c)(1). We
Wefirst
firststated
statedthat
thatimplementation
implementationofof
affirmative defenses
inCOPA
COPA“will
"will likely
the affirmative
defenses in
likelydeter
deter many
many adults
from
accessing
restricted
content,
because
many
Web
from accessing restricted content, because many Web users
users are
are
simply unwilling
to
provide
identifcation
information
in
order
unwilling to provide identification information in order
accessto
tocontent,
content,especially
especiallywhere
wherethe
theinformation
information they
to gain access
wish
accessisissensitive
sensitiveororcontroversial.”
controversial."ACLU
ACLU II,
II, 322 F.3d
wish to access
at 259 (footnote
omitted).
For
this
particular
conclusion
wewe
(footnote omitted). For this particular conclusion
relied
factual findings
fndings the
relied on
on factual
the District
DistrictCourt
Courtmade
made in
in granting
granting the
the
preliminary
preliminary injunction,
injunction,so
sototothis
thisextent
extentititdoes
doesnot
notbind
bindus
uson
on
this appeal.
appeal.
Though we are
are not
not bound
bound by
by previous
previous conclusions
conclusions with
with
respect to deterrence
respect
deterrence of adults
adults seeking
seeking restricted
restricted content,
content,inin
ACLU
we we
reached
otherother
conclusions
about COPA's
ACLUII II
reached
conclusions
about COPA’s
affirmative defenses
notnot
depend
on the
affirmative
defenses that
thatdodo
depend
on facts
the as
facts as
developed
in
the
District
Court,
and
those
conclusions
are are
developed
the District Court, and those conclusions
binding on
instance,
in in
ACLU
II we
on us
us on
onthis
thisappeal.
appeal.For
For
instance,
ACLU
II we
stated that "the
defenses
do do
not not
provide
Web Web
stated
“theaffirmative
affirmative
defenses
provide
24
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publishers with
from
prosecution"
withassurances
assurancesofoffreedom
freedom
from
prosecution”
because
`" [a]naffirmative
affirmative defense applies
appliesonly
only after
after prosecution
prosecution
because “‘[a]n

has begun,
begun, and
and the speaker
must himself prove
has
speaker must
prove ... .. that
. thathishis
affrmative
defense."'
Id. at 260
conduct falls
falls within
withinthethe
affirmative
defense.’”
Id. at 260
(second
alteration
in
original)
(quoting
Ashcroft
v.
Free
(second alteration in original) (quoting Ashcroft v. Free Speech
Speech
Coalition, 535
S.Ct. 1389,
1389,1404
1404(2002)).
(2002)). We
Coalition,
535 U.S.
U.S. 234, 255, 122 S.Ct.
also considered
also
considered the Government's
Government’s argument
argument that
that other
other cases
cases
with display
use of
of blinder
blinder
dealing with
display restrictions
restrictions have
have upheld the use
racks to shield
minors
from
viewing
harmful
material.
We
shield minors from viewing harmful material. We
distinguished those
distinguished
thosecases
cases because:
because:

`blinder racks'
[t]he use of ‘blinder
racks’. .....does
does not
not create
create the
same
deterrent
effect
on
adults
as
would
COPA's
same deterrent effect on adults as would COPA’s
credit card
card or
or adult
adult verification
verification screens.
screens. Blinder
Blinder
racks do not require adults to compromise
racks
compromise their
their
viewing of
anonymity in their viewing
of material harmful to
minors,
nor
do
they
create
any
fnancial burden on
minors,
they create any financial
the user.
they
do not
burden
the the
user. Moreover,
Moreover,
they
do not
burden
speech contained
contained in
in the
the targeted
targeted publications
publications any
speech
absolutely necessary to
to shield
shield minors
minors
more than is absolutely
from its
from
its content.
content.

Id. We
Weconcluded
concluded that
that "[t]he
“[t]heeffect
effectof
ofthe
the affirmative
affirmativedefenses,
defenses,
`material harmful
minors'
whichwhich
is
as they
as
theyburden
burden ‘material
harmfulto to
minors’
is
constitutionally
protected
for
adults,
is
to
drive
this
protected
constitutionally protected for adults, is to drive this protected
speechfrom
from the
the marketplace
marketplace of
of ideas
ideason
onthe
theInternet.
Internet. This
This type
speech
the First
First Amendment.”
Amendment." Id.
of regulation is prohibited under the
Id.
the trial
trial on the merits now on
In its
its decision
decision made after the
appeal
before
us,
the
District
Court
concluded
that COPA
COPA is
is not
not
appeal before us, the District Court concluded that
narrowly tailored
it isitboth
and
narrowly
tailoredbecause
because
is overinclusive
both overinclusive
and
25
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underinclusive. First,
thethe
court
determined
that that
COPA
is
First,
court
determined
COPA
is
impermissibly overinclusive
impermissibly
overinclusive because
because it "prohibits
“prohibitsmuch
muchmore
more
speech than isisnecessary
Congress'
compelling
speech
necessary totofurther
further
Congress’
compelling
interest. For
Forexample,
example, . . . the definitions
definitionsofof`commercial
‘commercial
purposes'
and
`engaged
in
the
business'
apply
to
an
inordinate
purposes’
‘engaged in the business’ apply
amount of Internet speech
and certainly cover more than just
amount
speech and
." Gonzales,
pornographers. ...
commercial pornographers
. . .”
Gonzales, 478
478 F.
F. Supp.
Supp. 2d at
810 (citations omitted). The
Thecourt
courtalso
also concluded that COPA is
overinclusive because
overinclusive
because itit "applies
“appliestotospeech
speechthat
thatisisobscene
obscene as
as to
all minors
minors from
fromnewborns
newbornstotoage
age sixteen,
sixteen, and
and not
not just
just to
to speech
speech
as to
to older
older minors . . . .”
." Id.
that is obscene as
Id.

is narrowly
The Government
Government contends
contendsthat
thatCOPA
COPA
is narrowly
tailored because
it
applies
only
to
commercial
pornographers
because it
to commercial pornographers
and only
only to material that
that is
is harmful
harmful to “older”
"older" minors.
and
minors. But
Butwe
we
addressedand
andrejected
rejectedthe
theGovernment’s
Government'sarguments
argumentsininACLU
ACLU
addressed
II, when
is nothing
nothing in
in the
the text
textof
of COPA
COPA to
to limit
limit
II,
when we found there
there is
its application solely to “commercial
"commercial pornographers”
pornographers" or
or to
tolimit
limit
to minors"
to include
the phrase
phrase "material
“materialthat
thatisisharmful
harmful
to minors”
to include
"older" minors.
material that only is harmful to “older”
minors.See
See 322
322 F.3d at
253-57. Our
Ourprior
priordecision
decisionisisbinding
bindingononthese
theseissues
issueson
onthis
this
appeal.

District Court
COPA is not
not narrowly
narrowly
The District
Court also found that COPA
tailored because
diddid
notnot
because itit is underinclusive. InInACLU
ACLUII we
II we
addresswhether
whetherCOPA
COPA is
is impermissibly
impermissibly underinclusive
address
underinclusive and
and so
we are
are free
freeto
toreview
reviewthis
thisfinding
fnding on the merits.
merits. In
its
Findings
In its Findings
substantial
number
of Fact,
Fact, the
the District
DistrictCourt
Courtstated
statedthat
that"a “a
substantial
number
websites
areare
(approximately 50
50 percent)
percent) ofofsexually
sexuallyexplicit
explicit
websites
789. The court
foreign in
in origin."
origin.”Gonzales,
Gonzales,478
478F.
F.Supp.
Supp. 2d at 789.
then
reasoned:
then reasoned:

amount
of sexually
[T]here isisa signifcant
a significant
amount
of sexually
26
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explicit material
explicit
material on
on the
the Internet which originates
from
[U]nlike
from outside
outside of
of the
the United
UnitedStates.
States. . . . [U]nlike
Internet content
content filters
filterswhich
whichare
areable
abletotoblock
block
from
from view
viewunsuitable
unsuitablematerial
materialregardless
regardlessofofitsits
origin,
COPA
has
no
extra-territorial
origin, COPA has no extra-territorial application.
As a result,
result, ..... .COPA
COPAisisnot
notapplicable
applicable to
to aa large
unsuitable for
for children
children
amount of material that is unsuitable
which
nevertheless
which originates
originatesoverseas
overseasbut
butis is
nevertheless
available to children
in
the
United
States
children in the United States. . . . .
COPA's lack
application
COPA’s
lackof extraterritorial
of extraterritorial
application
renders
renders itit underinclusive.
Id. at 810-11
810-11 (citations
(citations omitted).
omitted). The
Id.
The Government
Governmentcontends
contends that
the District
apply
to to
District Court
Courterred
erredby
byconstruing
construingCOPA
COPAnot
nottoto
apply
foreign Web
argues that
that COPA
COPA
foreign
Web sites,
sites, and thus the Government argues
is not underinclusive.

The problem with
withthe
theGovernment's
Government’sargument
argumentininthis
this
respect is
is that,
that, as
aswe
weexplain
explain below,
below, the Supreme
Supreme Court
Court already
has determined
determined that
that COPA
COPA does
does not
not apply
apply to foreign
foreign Web
has
Web sites.
sites.
limitation
on COPA's
But notwithstanding
notwithstandingthis
thissignifcant
significant
limitation
on COPA’s
scope, ifif we had to pass
scope,
pass on the issue
issue we might conclude
conclude that
COPA is not unconstitutionally
underinclusive.
The
unconstitutionally underinclusive. TheSupreme
Supreme
has explained
explained the
thecircumstances
circumstancesininwhich
whichaacourt
courtmay
mayfind
fnd
Court has
regulation of speech
impermissibly underinclusive:
that aa regulation
speech isis impermissibly
[A]n exemption
[A]n
exemptionfrom
fromananotherwise
otherwisepermissible
permissible
regulation
of
speech
may
represent
a
regulation of speech may represent a
`attempt to
of aof a
governmental ‘attempt
to give
giveone
oneside
side
debatable public
an advantage
in in
debatable
publicquestion
question
an advantage
expressing its
its views to the
expressing
the people.'
people.’ First
FirstNat'l
Nat’l
Bank of Boston v. Bellotti,
Bellotti, 435
U.S.
765,
785-86,
435 U.S. 765,
98 S.Ct. 1407, 1420-21, 55 L.Ed.2d 707 (1978).
27
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Alternatively,
operation of
of
Alternatively,through
through the
the combined operation
speech restriction
restriction and its exemptions,
a general
general speech
exemptions,
seekseek
to select
the
the government
governmentmight
might
to select
the
`permissible subjects
debate'
and and
‘permissible
subjects for
forpublic
public
debate’
the
search
for
political
thereby to `control
.
‘control . . .
search
political
truth.' Consolidated
truth.’
Consolidated Edison
Edison Co. of N.Y. v. Public
Serv. Comm’n
Comm'n of
Serv.
of N.Y.,
N.Y.,447
447U.S.
U.S.530,
530,538,
538,100
100
S.Ct. 2326, 2333, 65 L.Ed.2d 319 (1980).
City of
City
of Ladue
Ladue v.
v. Gilleo,
Gilleo,512
512U.S.
U.S.43,
43,51,
51,114
114 S.Ct.
S.Ct. 2038,
2038, 2043
2043
(secondalteration
alterationin
inoriginal)
original) (footnote omitted). These
(1994) (second
These
quite narrow
narrow circumstances
circumstances are
are hardly
hardlyapplicable
applicabletotoCOPA.
COPA.
Even though, as
as the
the District
District Court recognized, COPA
does
COPA does not
that
apply to
to foreign
foreignWeb
Websites,
sites,wewecannot
cannotunderstand
understandhow
how
that
limitation on
limitation
onits
itsscope
scope would
would "represent
“represent a governmental attempt
to give
give one side of a debatable public question
question an advantage in
expressing its views
people
[or] totoselect
expressing
viewstotothethe
people . . . [or]
selectthe
the
permissible subjects
for
public
debate."
Id.
(citations
and
subjects for public debate.” Id.
and
record of
of
quotation marks omitted). There
There is
is no evidence in the record
which
Congress sought
soughtto
tofavor
favor foreign
foreign Web
which we
we are
are aware that Congress
Web
site site
publishers
when when
site publishers
publishers over
overdomestic
domestic
Web
publishers
regulating
sexually
explicit
material
on
the
Web,
nor
is
regulating sexually explicit material on the Web, nor is there any
suggestion in
in the record that the Government is selecting the
suggestion
permissible subject for public
public debate by
by excluding
excluding foreign Web
sites from
from COPA’s
COPA's coverage.
sites
coverage.
In fact, we think
think that it is likely
likely that
would have
In
that Congress
Congress would
desired to place
foreign
Web
sitessites
desired
place COPA's
COPA’srestrictions
restrictionsonon
foreign
Web
chose
notnot
to do
available for
for access
access ininthis
thiscountry
countrybutbut
chose
to so
do so
because,
asthe
theDistrict
District Court recognized:
because, as
[e]nforcement of
Web site
site
[e]nforcement
ofCOPA
COPAagainst
againstoverseas
overseas Web
would ..... .be
impractical
owners would
beburdensome
burdensome and impractical
28
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due to
to the
the knotty
knotty questions
questionsof
of jurisdiction
jurisdiction which
due
in the
theInternet
Internetcontext.
context. Furthermore, even
evenifif
arise in
specific foreign
foreign Web
sufficient contacts
a specific
Web site had sufficient
with
with the
the forum
forumtotoallow
allowpersonal
personaljurisdiction,
jurisdiction,it it
could be quite
diffcult
or
impossible
to to
ensure
quite difficult or impossible
ensure
that the offender
offender would
would obey
obey or could
could be forced to
obey the judgment of the U.S. court.
at 811.
811. In
Gonzales, 478 F. Supp. 2d at
In these
these circumstances, even
though COPA's
omission
of
foreign
Web
sites from
COPA’s omission of foreign Web
sites its
from its
regulations certainly is relevant in
in an
an inquiry
inquiry into whether itit is
is
advancing
the the
Government's
the most
most effective
effectivemeans
meansof of
advancing
Government’s
compelling interest in COPA's
object,
the
omission
COPA’s object, the omission might
might not
not
lead
us
to
a
conclusion
that
the
statute
is
impermissibly
lead us to a conclusion that the statute is impermissibly
underinclusive. After
Eighth
Afterall,
all,as
as the
the Court of
of Appeals for the Eighth
Circuit recently
Circuit
recently noted,
noted, "a
“alimitation
limitationononspeech
speechthat
thatisisnot
notallallencompassing may still
narrowly
tailored
wherewhere
the
encompassing
stillbe be
narrowly
tailored
the
underinclusivity
does
not
favor
a
particular
viewpoint
or
underinclusivity does not favor a particular viewpoint or
undermine
the rationale
rationale given
given for
for the
the regulation.”
regulation." Bowman
undermine the
Bowman v.
v.
White,
White, 444
444 F.3d 967, 983 (8th Cir. 2006).

conclude
thatthat
because
On the
the other
otherhand,
hand,we
wemight
might
conclude
because
COPA fails
to
apply
to
50%
of
its
purported
commercial
fails to apply to 50% of its purported commercial
pornography
to satisfy
pornography targets,
targets, we lack
lack the
the evidence
evidence necessary
necessary to
us that Congress
Congress had
hadin
inmind
mind its
its stated
statedgoal
goalof
ofprotecting
protecting minors
minors

passedCOPA.
COPA. It is
from harmful
harmful material
material on
on the Web when it passed
not
as
though
Congress
is
unable
to
protect
minors
from
harmful
not as though Congress is unable to protect minors from harmful
material on
on foreign
foreignWeb
Websites;
sites;forforinstance,
instance,Congress
Congresscould
could
promote the
content
filters,
which
do notdo not
the use
useofofInternet
Internet
content
filters,
which
failure
to to
discriminate on
on the
the basis
basis ofofgeography.
geography.COPA's
COPA’s
failure
protect minors
from
harmful
material
on
foreign
Web
sites
minors from harmful material on foreign Web sites
some
ulterior,
might raise
raise the
theinference
inferencethat
thatCongress
Congresshad
had
some
ulterior,
29
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impermissible motive
motive for
for passing
passing COPA.
disagreement with
with
We note, however, that our possible disagreement
the District
oneone
point
would
not change
our our
DistrictCourt
Courtononthis
this
point
would
not change
ultimate decision
to
affirm
its
order
granting
a
permanent
decision to affirm its order granting a permanent
injunction, as
injunction,
as there
there are
are numerous other grounds that require us
to find
COPA
is not narrowly
tailored andtailored
is
findthatthat
COPA
is not narrowly
and is
unconstitutional. Accordingly,
Accordingly,we
we will
willrefrain
refrainfrom
fromdeciding
deciding the
matter.

District Court
The District
Court also
also found
found that
that COPA's
COPA’saffrmative
affirmative
defenses“do
"do not
notaid
aidin
in narrowly
narrowly tailoring
tailoring COPA
defenses
COPA to
to Congress'
Congress’
813.
compelling interest."
interest.”Gonzales,
Gonzales, 478 F. Supp.
Supp. 2d at
at 813.
Specifcally, the
Specifically,
thecourt
court found
foundthat:
that:
is no
noevidence
evidenceof
ofage
ageverification
verifcation services or
there is
products available on
on the
themarket
markettotoowners
ownersofof
Web sites
sites that
thatactually
actually reliably
reliably establish
establish or
orverify
verify
the age
age of
of Internet
Internet users.
users. Nor
Nor is there
there evidence
evidence of
of
such services
such
services or
or products
productsthat
thatcan
caneffectively
effectively
prevent access
to Web pages
by aa minor.
minor.
access to
pages by

rules
of of
payment
card
Id. at
at 800.
800. The
Thecourt
courtfound
foundthat
that"[t]he
“[t]he
rules
payment
card
associations
in
this
country
prohibit
Web
sites
from
claiming
associations in this
prohibit Web sites from claiming
use of
of aa payment
payment card
cardisisan
aneffective
effective method
methodof
of verifying
verifying
that use
age, and
and prohibit
prohibit Web site
age,
site owners
owners from
fromusing
usingcredit
creditorordebit
debit
cards to
to verify
verify age,"
cards
age,” and that "a
“a signifcant
significantnumber
numberofofminors
minors
have
access
to
[payment
cards]."
Id.
at
801.
The
court
also
have access to [payment cards].” Id. at 801. The court
also
reviewed data verifcation
verificationservices,
services,which
whichare
are"non-payment
“non-payment
card-basedservices
servicesthat
thatattempt
attempttotoverify
verify the
theage
ageor
oridentity
identity of
of
card-based
an individual
individual Internet
an
Internet user,"
user,” and
and found
found that
that they are unreliable
because
they
"cannot
determine
whether
the person
because they “cannot determine
person entering
information into
sitesite
is the
to whom
the the
information
intothe
theWeb
Web
is person
the person
to whom
30
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information
information pertains."
pertains.” Id.
Id.atat802.
802.The
Thecourt
courtfurther
furtherfound
foundthat
that
required
by abydata
the minimum
minimuminformation
information
required
a verification
data verification
services company
company “can
"can easily
easily be
becircumvented
circumvented by
by children
children who
services
generally know
the
first
and
last
name,
street
address
and zip
know the first and last name, street address and
codes of
of their
their parents
parentsor
oranother
anotheradult.”
adult." Id.
codes
defenses
The court
court later
laterexplained,
explained,"[t]he
“[t]heaffrmative
affirmative
defenses
COPA's failure
narrowly tailored
cannot cure COPA’s
failureto
to be narrowly
tailoredbecause
because they
are
effectively
unavailable.
Credit
cards,
debit
accounts,
are effectively
Credit cards, debit accounts, adult
accesscodes,
codes,and
andadult
adultpersonal
personalidentification
identifcation numbers do not
access
in fact verify
verifyage.
age. As
Asaaresult,
result,their
theiruse
use does
does not, in good faith,
`restrict []
[] access'
minors." Id.
‘restrict
access’ by minors.”
Id.atat811
811(second
(second alteration
alteration in
in
original)
(quoting
47
U.S.C.
§
231(c)(1)(A)).
original) (quoting 47 U.S.C. 231(c)(1)(A)).
COPA's
affirmative
The court
courtalso
alsoconcluded
concludedthatthat
COPA’s
affirmative
defenses“raise
"raise unique
unique First
First Amendment issues"
defenses
issues” that make the
statute unconstitutional.
unconstitutional. Id.
statute
Id. at
at 813. The
The court
court found
found that
that due
due to
the
fees
associated
with
the
use
of
the
procedures
enumerated
in
the fees associated with the use of the procedures enumerated in
all of
and verification
verifcation services,
of the
the affirmative
affirmativedefenses
defenses and
services, "Web
“Web
sites . . . which
of their
sites
which desire
desire totoprovide
providefree
freedistribution
distribution
of their
information, will
information,
willbe
beprevented
prevented from
from doing so."
so.” Id.
Id.at
at 804.
804. The
The
court also found that:
[f]or aa plethora
including privacy and
[f]or
plethora of
of reasons
reasons including
financial concerns
financial
concerns ..... and
. andthe
thefact
factthat
thatso
somuch
much
free,
many
Web
Web content
content isisavailable
availableforfor
free,
many
Web
users
already
refuse
to
register,
provide
credit
users already
to register, provide credit
card
information,
or
provide
real personal
card information, or provide
real personal
information totoWeb
sites
if they
information
Web
sites
if have
they any
have any
alternative. Because
Because requiring
requiringage
ageverifcation
verification
would
would lead
lead to a signifcant
significantloss
lossofofusers,
users, content
content
providers would
have
to
either
self-censor,
would have to either self-censor,risk
risk
prosecution, or shoulder the
thelarge
largefinancial
fnancial burden
31
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of age
verifcation.
age verification.

Id. at 805. Moreover,
Moreover,the
the court
court found
foundthat
that "many
“manyusers
users who
who are
non-anonymously
willwill
be be
not willing
willingtotoaccess
accessinformation
information
non-anonymously
deterred
from
accessing
the
desired
information.
Web
site
deterred
accessing the desired information. Web site
thethe
ability
to provide
this this
owners . . . will
owners
willbe
bedeprived
deprivedofof
ability
to provide
information to
users." Id.
indicated
information
to those
those users.”
Id. at 806. The court also indicated
that:
[r]equiring Internet
provide payment card
[r]equiring
Internetusers
users to provide
information ororother
personally
identifable
information
other
personally
identifiable
information toto
access
a Web
information
access
a site
Webwould
site would
signifcantly deter
significantly
determany
manyusers
users from
fromentering
entering the
the
site, because
Internet
users
are
concerned
about
because Internet
security on
Internet users
security
on the
the Internet
Internetand
and because
because Internet
users
are afraid
andand
identity
thefttheft
on the
are
afraid ofoffraud
fraud
identity
on the
Internet.

Id. Based
findings, the
Id.
Based on
on these
these findings,
the court
court concluded
concluded that:
that:

[t]he affirmative
affirmativedefenses
defensesalso
alsoraise
raisetheir
theirown
own
thethe
First Amendment
Amendment concerns.
concerns. For
Forexample,
example,
utilization
of
those
devices
to
trigger
COPA's
utilization of those devices to trigger COPA’s
affirmative defenses
will deter
listeners, many
many of
of
affirmative
defenses will
deter listeners,
whom will
to to
reveal
personal
and
willbe
beunwilling
unwilling
reveal
personal
and
financial information
financial
informationininorder
ordertotoaccess
accesscontent
content
and, thus,
chillchill
speech.
Similarly,
the
and,
thus, will
will
speech.
Similarly,
the
affirmative
defenses
also
impermissibly
burden
affirmative defenses
impermissibly burden
operators with
with demonstrating that their
Web site operators
speechisislawful.
lawful. Under
speech
Under the
the COPA regime, Web
site operators
operators are unable to
to defend
defend themselves
themselves
until
after
they
are
prosecuted.
Moreover,
thethe
until after they are prosecuted. Moreover,
affirmative defenses
affirmative
defenses place substantial economic
32
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burdens
protected
speech
burdens on
on the
theexercise
exerciseof of
protected
speech
because
all of
of them involve significant
because all
significantcost
cost and
and
loss of Web site
the loss
site visitors,
visitors, especially
especially to
to those
those
plaintiffs
plaintiffswho
whoprovide
providetheir
theircontent
content for
forfree.
free.

Id. at 812-13 (citations
(citations and
and quotations omitted).
arguesthat
thatthe
theDistrict
District Court erred
erred in
The Government argues
rejecting the limiting
limiting effect
effect of
of COPA's
COPA’s affirmative
affirmativedefenses.
defenses. ItIt
contends
that
"[t]he
possibility
that
some
minors
may
have
contends
“[t]he possibility that some minors may
have
access to
to credit
credit cards
cards merely
merely demonstrates
access
demonstrates that
that no
no system
system of
of age
age
verification
not call
the the
verification isisfoolproof.
foolproof.It does
It does
not into
call question
into question
availability of
availability
ofcredit
creditcard
cardscreening
screeningas
as an
an affrmative
affirmativedefense
defense
that tailors COPA more
more narrowly.”
narrowly." Appellant's
Br.
at
37.
Appellant’s Br. at 37.The
The
argues that
that “the
"the court
court ignored testimony that
Government also argues
that
to traditional payment
minors do not
not have
have access
access to
payment cards
cards under
their own
their
own control
controlbut
butsimply
simplyhave
haveaccess
access to
to cards supervised by
adults." Id.
adults.”
Id.
District Court
But the District
Courtfound
foundthat
that even
even ifif there
there is parental
supervision of
does
notnot
supervision
of payment
paymentcard
carduse,
use,the
thesupervision
supervision
does
prevent access
to harmful material
access to
material by
byminors
minorsbecause
because parents
parents
"may
not
be
able
to
identify
transactions
on
sexually
explicit
“may not be able to identify transactions on sexually explicit
the adult
adult nature
nature of
of such
such transactions
transactions is
is often
often
Web sites because
because the
." Gonzales,
identifable ...
not readily identifiable
. . . .”
Gonzales,478
478F.
F. Supp.
Supp. 2d
2d at
at 802.
In
any
event,
we
conclude
that
the
District
Court
correctly
found
In any event, we conclude that the District Court correctly found
that the
"effectively
unavailable"
the affirmative
affirmativedefenses
defensesareare
“effectively
unavailable”
because
they
do
not
actually
verify
age.
because they do not actually verify age.

Court
The Government
Government also
also argues
argues that
thatthe
theDistrict
District
Court
incorrectly
determined
that
the
affrmative
defenses
present
their
incorrectly determined that
affirmative defenses
their
own First
on
own
First Amendment
Amendment concerns
concerns by
by imposing
imposing undue
undue burdens
burdens on
implementing
ageage
Web publishers
publishers due
due totothe
thehigh
highcosts
costsof of
implementing
33
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verification
loss of
of traffic
traffic that would
would result
verificationtechnologies
technologiesand
and the loss
from the
technologies. The
from
the use of these
these technologies.
The Government
Government contends
contends
that the:

court's evaluation
by by
court’s
evaluation ofofthe
theburdens
burdensimposed
imposed
COPA was
was flawed
flawedbecause
becausethe
thecourt
courtfocused
focused
largely, ifif not
largely,
not exclusively,
exclusively,on
on Web
Web publishers who
provide their content
content for
for free.
free. Whatever
Whateverlimited
limited
application COPA
COPA might
mighthave
havebeyond
beyonditsitscore
core
regulation of commercial
pornography,
the
court
commercial
erred ininevaluating
burdens
the statute
erred
evaluatingthethe
burdens
the statute
imposes based
based entirely
entirely on
imposes
on these
these marginal
marginal cases
cases
and
ignoring
the
heartland
of
the
statute's
and ignoring the heartland of the statute’s
proscriptions, where
lessless
where the
theburdens
burdensarearefarfar
onerous.
Appellant's
quotations omitted).
omitted). We
Appellant’sBr.
Br.at
at 38-39
38-39 (citations
(citations and quotations
reject this argument.
The
fact
that
COPA
places
argument. The fact that COPA placesburdens
burdensonon
Web publishers whom
whom the
the Government
Government does
does not consider to be
within
thethe
statute
doesdoes
not make
thosethose
within the
the"heartland"
“heartland”of of
statute
not make
burdens
any less
less onerous
onerousor
or offensive
offensive to
to the
the principles of the
burdens any
the
First Amendment.

Moreover, there
there is
is good
good reason
reason to
to believe
believethat
thatCOPA
COPA
unduly would
wouldburden
burdeneven
eventhose
thoseWeb
Webpublishers
publisherswhom
whomthethe
Government considers
thethe
"heartland"
of the
Government
considers to
to fall
fallwithin
within
“heartland”
of the
statute,
because
the
District
Court
found
that
those
publishers
statute, because the District
that those
also
will
face
signifcant
costs
to
implement
thethe
affrmative
also will face significant costs to implement
affirmative
defensesand
andwill
will suffer the loss
loss of
of legitimate
legitimate visitors
visitors once they
defenses
do so. And,
And,contrary
contrarytotothe
theGovernment's
Government’ssuggestion
suggestionatatoral
oral
argument, users
users would
would have
have alternatives
alternatives to
to obtain
obtain pornography
pornography
even ififCOPA
effect
because,
as we
havehave
even
COPAwas
wasin in
effect
because,
as already
we already
discuss below,
below, COPA
COPA does
does not
not apply
apply to
to foreign
indicated and discuss
34
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Web sites. The
would
result
clearly
is an
Theloss
lossofoftraffic
trafficthat
that
would
result
clearly
is an
undue
undue burden
burden on even
even those
those Web sites
sites that
that the
the Government
Government
contends are
arein
in the
the“heartland”
"heartland" of COPA.
contends
We conclude that
that the
theDistrict
District Court correctly found that
implementation of
defenses
by abyWeb
ofCOPA's
COPA’saffrmative
affirmative
defenses
a Web
publisher so as
as to
to avoid
avoid prosecution
prosecution would
would involve high
high costs
costs
also would
would deter
deter users
usersfrom
from visiting
visiting implicated
and also
implicated Web
Web sites.
sites.
It
is
clear
that
these
burdens
would
chill
protected
speech
It is clear that these burdens
chill protected speech and
thus that the
the affirmative
affirmative defenses
fail a strict scrutiny
defenses fail
scrutiny analysis.
analysis.

nevertheless
these
The Government
Governmentcontends
contendsthat
that
nevertheless
these
burdens
"are no different
burdens “are
different ininkind
kindorordegree
degreefrom
fromthe
theburdens
burdens
imposed
by
state
laws
regulating
the
sale
and
commercial
imposed by state laws regulating the sale and commercial
`harmful to minors'
display of ‘harmful
minors’ materials.
materials. . . . [T]he effect of the
simply to
to requir[e]
requir[e] the commercial pornographer
statute isissimply
pornographer to put
explicit images behind
behind the
thecounter.”
counter." Appellant’s
Appellant's Br.
sexually explicit
Br. at
43
(citations
and
certain
internal
quotation
marks
omitted)
43
and certain internal quotation marks omitted)
(second
alteration
in original).
original).
(second alteration in
rejected this
this argument
argumentin
inACLU
ACLU II.
II. See
We rejected
See 322
322 F.3d at
("Blinder racks
260 (“Blinder
racks do
do not
not require
require adults
adults to
to compromise
compromise their
their
anonymity in
their
viewing
of
material
harmful
to
minors,
nor
in their viewing of material harmful to minors, nor
createany
anyfinancial
financial burden on
on the
theuser.
user. Moreover,
Moreover, they
do they create
speech contained
contained in
in the
the targeted
targeted publications
publications
do not burden the speech
necessaryto
toshield
shield minors
minors from
from its
any more than is absolutely necessary
content.").
Blinder
racks
do
not
require
adults
to
pay
for
content.”). Blinder racks do not require adults to pay for speech
speech
that otherwise would
be
accessible
for
free,
they
do
not
require
would be
for
relinquish their
adults to relinquish
theiranonymity
anonymitytotoaccess
accessprotected
protected speech,
speech,
they do
do not
not create
createaapotentially
potentially permanent
permanent electronic
electronic record.
and they
Blinder racks
and
security
Blinder
racks simply
simplydo
donot
notinvolve
involvethe
theprivacy
privacy
and
security
concerns
that
COPA's
affirmative
defenses
raise,
and
concerns that COPA’s affirmative defenses raise, and so
so the
the
Government's attempted
attemptedanalogy
analogyisisill-fitting.
ill-ftting.
Government’s
35
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In sum,
sum, after
after considering
consideringour
ourprevious
previousconclusions
conclusionsinin
ACLU
analyses
of the
issues
ACLU
II hasIInot
ACLUIIIIand
andourour
analyses
of the
issues
ACLU
has not
are quite
quite certain that notwithstanding Congress's
resolved, we are
Congress’s
laudable
purpose
in
enacting
COPA,
the
Government
has not
laudable purpose in enacting
met its burden of showing
showing that
that ititisisnarrowly
narrowlytailored
tailoredsosoasastoto
thereby permit
permit us
us to
to hold
survive a strict scrutiny analysis and thereby
it to be constitutional.

3. Least
Least Restrictive Alternative
Alternative
In addition
addition to
to failing
failingthe
thestrict
strictscrutiny
scrutinytest
testbecause
because it is
COPA
doesdoes
not employ
the least
not narrowly
narrowlytailored,
tailored,
COPA
not employ
the least
restrictive
the Government’s
Government's compelling
compelling
restrictive alternative
alternative to
to advance
advance the
interest
in
its
purpose,
the
third
prong
of
the
three-prong
strict
interest
purpose, the third
`effectively
suppresses
a large
scrutiny test.
test. "A“Astatute
statutethat
that
‘effectively
suppresses
a large
amount of
right
to to
amount
of speech
speech that
that adults
adultshave
havea aconstitutional
constitutional
right
receive and to address
addressto
toone
oneanother
another. ...
if less
. . is
is unacceptable if
less
restrictive
alternatives
would
be
at
least
as
effective
in
achieving
restrictive alternatives would be at
as effective in achieving
the legitimate purpose
that
the
statute
was enacted
enacted to
to serve.’”
serve."'
purpose
Ashcroft,
124 S.Ct. at
Ashcroft, 542 U.S. at
at 665,
665, 124
at 2791
2791 (alteration in
in
original) (quoting
original)
(quotingReno,
Reno, 521
521U.S.
U.S.atat874,
874,117
117S.Ct.
S.Ct.atat2346).
2346).
"[T]he
burden
is
on
the
Government
to
prove
that
the
proposed
“[T]he burden is on the Government to prove that the
alternatives will
will not
alternatives
notbe
be as
as effective
effective as
as the
the challenged
challenged statute."
statute.”
117 S.Ct.
(citing Reno,
S.Ct. at 2346).
Id. (citing
Reno, 521 U.S. at
at 874,
874, 117
2346). The
The
Government's burden
Government’s
burden is "not
“not merely
merely to
toshow
showthat
thataaproposed
proposed
less restrictive
restrictive alternative has
someflaws;
faws; its burden is to show
less
has some
that it is
less
effective."
Id.
at
669,
124 S.Ct.
S.Ct. at
at 2793
2793 (citing
(citing
is less effective.” Id. at 669, 124
Reno, 521 U.S. at 874, 117 S.Ct. at 2346).
Based on
on the
the preliminary
preliminary injunction
injunction record
Based
record in
inthis
thiscase,
case,
SupremeCourt
Courtheld
heldthat
that“[b]locking
"[b]locking and
and filtering
fltering software
the Supreme
software
is an
alternative
that
is
less
restrictive
than
COPA,
and,
in in
an alternative that is less restrictive than COPA, and,
effective
as aas
means
of restricting
addition, likely
likelymore
more
effective
a means
of restricting
36
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children's access
to materials
materialsharmful
harmful to
to them.”
them." Id.
children’s
access to
Id. at
at 666-67,
666-67,
124 S.Ct.
S.Ct. at
at 2792.
2792. We reached
similar conclusion
conclusion in
in ACLU
ACLU
124
reached aasimilar
3
thethe
II.
II. See
See322
322F.3d
F.3datat265.3
265. After
After the
thetrial
trialononthe
themerits,
merits,
3
'Our
not
entirely
clear
onon
this
point.
Our opinion
opinion ininACLU
ACLUII IIis is
not
entirely
clear
this
point.
We started
started our
our discussion
discussion ofofthe
theleast
leastrestrictive
restrictivealternative
alternative
question
by
indicating
that
"[w]e
are
also
satisfed
that
question by
“[w]e are also satisfied thatCOPA
COPA
does not employ
means'
to effect
the the
does
employthe
the`least
‘leastrestrictive
restrictive
means’
to effect
Government's compelling
compelling interest
interestininprotecting
protectingminors.”
minors."ACLU
ACLU
Government’s
II, 322
II,
322 F.3d
F.3d at 261. Then
Then in
inconsidering
considering that
that question
question in more
detail we discussed
discussedfilters
flters at
at length.
length. At
At one point in the opinion
opinion
we stated
stated that
that “filtering
"filtering software
restrictive alternative
software is
is aa less restrictive
over
theirtheir
that can
can allow
allowparents
parentssome
somemeasure
measureofofcontrol
control
over

children's access
speech that
thatparents
parentsconsider
considerinappropriate.”
inappropriate."
children’s
access to speech
Id. at 263. At
several
other
points,
we
also
stated
At several other points, we also stated that COPA is
not the
the least
leastrestrictive
restrictivealternative.
alternative. See
Seeid.
id.at
at261
261(“We
("Weare
are. ...
..
satisfed that
employ
the the
`least
restrictive
satisfied
thatCOPA
COPAdoes
doesnotnot
employ
‘least
restrictive
means' to
Government's
compelling
interest
in in
means’
toeffect
effectthethe
Government’s
compelling
interest
protecting minors.");
minors.”);id.id.at at 265-66 ("The
(“Theexistence
existenceofofless
less
restrictive alternatives
renders
COPA
unconstitutional
under
alternatives renders COPA unconstitutional under
strict scrutiny.
scrutiny. . . . COPA also fails strict
strict scrutiny
scrutiny because
because it
use the
the least
least restrictive
restrictive means
does not use
means to achieve its
its ends.
ends. . . .
Congress could
could have,
have, but
but failed
failed to employ the least
least restrictive
Congress
means
to
accomplish
its
legitimate
goal
...
.").
Nevertheless
means to accomplish its legitimate goal . . . .”). Nevertheless we
stated that
that “[w]e
"[w]e agree
with the District
District Court
stated
agree with
Court that
that the
the various
various
blocking
Court
discussed
blocking and
and fltering
filteringtechniques
techniqueswhich
whichthat
that
Court
discussed
may be substantially less
less restrictive than
than COPA
COPA ininachieving
achieving
COPA's
objective
of
preventing
a
minor's
access
to
COPA’s objective of preventing a minor’s access toharmful
harmful
265
material."
Id.
at
(emphasis
added).
Because
of
material.” Id. at
(emphasis added). Because ofthis
this
statement, we
wecannot
cannotstate
statewith
withcertainty
certaintythat
thatACLU
ACLU II
II squarely
statement,
than
COPA,
though
it it
holds that
that filters
filtersare
areless
lessrestrictive
restrictive
than
COPA,
though
37
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District
District Court
Court concluded
concluded that
that the
the Government
Government did not meet
meet its
burden of showing that COPA
COPA is
is the
the least
least restrictive effective
effective
Congress's
compelling
interest
alternative for
foradvancing
advancing
Congress’s
compelling
interest
because
filter software and
because filter
and the
the Government's
Government’s promotion
promotionand
and
support of
of filter
filter software
is
a
less
restrictive
effective
alternative
software is less restrictive effective alternative
to COPA.

The District
District Court
Courtdiscussed
discussed Internet
Internet content
content flters
filtersatat
length in its Findings of Fact.
Fact. We will
review
these
fndings
will review these findingsinin
detail, as
determine
whether
flters
are more
as the
theneed
needtoto
determine
whether
filters
are more
effectuate
Congress's
purpose
in in
effective than
thanCOPA
COPAto to
effectuate
Congress’s
purpose
primary reason the Supreme Court
Court
enacting that statute was the primary
remanded
the
case.
According
to
the
District
Court:
remanded the case. According to the District
('filters') are
Internet content
content filters
filters (‘filters’)
arecomputer
computer
applications which,
which, inter
interalia,
alia,attempt
attempttotoblock
block
certain categories
categories of material
material from
fromview
viewthat
thata a
application
is is
Web browser
browser ororother
otherInternet
Internet
application
capable
of
displaying
or
downloading,
including
capable of displaying
explicit material.
sexually explicit
material. Filters
Filterscategorize
categorize and
and
block
block Web
Websites
sites or
orpages
pages based
based on their content.
probably does. Thus,
Thus, for
forlaw-of-the-case
law-of-the-casepurposes,
purposes, we
we might
might
bound
on this
by that by that
not consider
considerourselves
ourselves
bound
on appeal
this appeal
determination. OfOf
course,
this
discussion
of
whether
we we
course, this discussion of whether
determined that flters
determined
filtersare
areless
lessrestrictive
restrictivethan
thanCOPA
COPAororthat
that
filters only
COPA
is somewhat
filters
onlymay
maybebeless
lessrestrictive
restrictivethan
than
COPA
is somewhat
academic, for
for on the
thethe
Supreme
Court
academic,
the appeal
appeal of
ofACLU
ACLUII II
Supreme
Court
explicitly
addressed
this
issue
and,
though
remanding
the
explicitly addressed this issue and, though remanding the case,
case,
latly indicated
that
flters
are
"less
restrictive"
than
COPA,
fflatly
indicated that filters are “less restrictive” than COPA,
Ashcroft,
that Court’s
Court's
Ashcroft, 342
342 U.S.
U.S. at
at 667,
667, 124
124 S.Ct. at 2792, and that
supersedeour
ourdecision
decisionininACLU
ACLU II
II on this point.
conclusions supersede
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By classifying
page,
and
refusing
to to
classifyingaasite
siteoror
page,
and
refusing
display itit on
onthe
theuser's
user’scomputer
computerscreen,
screen, filters
filters
can be
from
seeing
can
be used
used totoprevent
preventchildren
children
from
seeing
material that might
be
considered
unsuitable.
might be considered
Gonzales, 478
478 F.
F. Supp.
Supp. 2d
2d at
at789.
789. The court explained:
Gonzales,

a a
Filters can
can be
be programmed
programmed ororconfigured
configuredin in
variety of
of different
different ways
ways according
according to,
to, inter
inter alia,
alia,
the values of the
parents
using
them
and
the
the parents
them and the age
age
[F]ilters can
and maturity
maturity of their children. .. . . [F]ilters
and
can be
up to
torestrict
restrict materials
materials available
available on
set up
on Web
Web pages
pages
and
other
Internet
applications
based
on
numerous
and other Internet applications based on numerous
factors including
including the
the type
type of
of content they contain,
presenceof
of particular
particular words, the address
of
the presence
address of
Internet
protocol
used,
or or
the Web
Website,
site,thethe
Internet
protocol
used,
Some filters
flters can
computer application used.
used. Some
can also
restrict
Internet
access
based
on
time
of
day,
day
restrict Internet access based on time of
of week,
long
the computer
has been
week,how
how
long
the computer
has been
to the
the Internet,
Internet, or
or which
which user is logged
connected to
onto a computer.
790. The
then
described
in detail
howhow filters
filters
Id. at
at 790.
Thecourt
court
then
described
in detail
operate:

Filters use
use different
differentmechanisms
mechanismstotoattempt
attempttoto
block
access
to
material
on
the
Internet
including:
block access to material on the Internet including:
black lists,
and
dynamic
fltering.
lists,white
whitelists,
lists,
and
dynamic
filtering.
Black lists are lists of URLs
URLs or
or Internet
Internet Protocol
Protocol
('IP') addresses
company
has has
(‘IP’)
addresses that
thata afiltering
filtering
company
determined lead to content that contains the type
of materials its
its filter
flter isisdesigned
designed to block. White
White
or IP
thatthat
a a
lists are
are lists
listsofofURLs
URLs
or addresses
IP addresses
39
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filtering company
filtering
company has
has determined
determined do not lead to
block,
and,
any content its
its flter
filteris isdesigned
designedtoto
block,
and,
thus, should never be blocked. . . . In addition to
its own
often
givegive
own black
blackand
andwhite
whitelists,
lists,flters
filters
often
parents
or
administrators
the
option
of
creating
parents
option of creating
customized black
lists.lists. Dynamic
customized
blackororwhite
white
filtering
intelligence
to to
filteringproducts
productsuse
useartifcial
artificial
intelligence
real-time as it is being
analyze Web site content in real-time
requested
and
determine
whether
requested and
whether ititshould
shouldbebe
blocked by evaluating
different parts
evaluating a number of different
actually see
of the content,
content, both
both what
what the
the user
user can actually
see
on
the
Web
page,
and
the
various
hidden
pieces
of
on the Web page, and the various hidden pieces of
information
information contained
contained with
withthe
thecontent
contentthat
thatare
are
part of
of its
its software
software code
code or
or script,
script, known
knownas
as the
the
`metadata.' Among
flters
‘metadata.’
Among other
other things, dynamic filters
analyze the words
words on
on the
the page,
page, the metadata, the
file
names
for
images,
the
URLs,
file names for images,
URLs, the
the links
linkson
onaa
page,
page, the size of
of images,
images, the
the formatting
formattingofofthe
the
page,
page, and
and other
otherstatistical
statisticalpattern
patternrecognition
recognition
features,
features, such as
as the
the spatial
spatialpatterns
patternsbetween
between
images, which
which can often help
certain words and images,
filters
categorize
content
even
if the actual words
filters categorize
if
are not
not recognized.
recognized. In
are
In addition
addition to
toanalyzing
analyzingthe
the
content of Web pages,
flters also
content
pages, dynamic filters
alsotake
take
the context
consideration,
to to
context ofofthe
thepage
pageinto
into
consideration,
ensure
that
the
determinations
are
as
accurate
ensure
determinations are as accurate as
as
possible. For
companies
willwill
Forexample,
example,many
many
companies
templates that
thatprovide
provide additional
additional context
develop templates
to teach
teach the
the software
software how
howtotorecognize
recognizecertain
certain
contexts-for example, to block the word `breast'
‘breast’
when used
used in
in combination
combination with
with the word `sexy,'
‘sexy,’
40
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but not when used
used in
in combination
combination with
with the words
`chicken' or
`cancer.' The
‘chicken’
or ‘cancer.’
Thesoftware
softwareanalyzes
analyzes
statistical
pattern
context, in
in part,
part,bybyutilizing
utilizing
statistical
pattern
recognition techniques
identify
common
techniquesto to
identify
common
features
of
acceptable
and
unacceptable
features of acceptable and unacceptableWeb
Web
pages,
depending on the
thethe
pages, depending
the context
contextininwhich
which
content appears.
content
appears.
at 790-91
Id. at
790-91 (citations
(citations omitted). The
The court
court found
found that:
that:

[f]ilters can
to block
block material
[f]ilters
can be
be used
used by parents
parents to
that is distributed
distributed on
on the
theWeb
Weband
andon
onthe
theother
other
widely
of the
throughthrough
widely used
usedparts
parts
of Internet
the Internet
protocols other
than
HTTP
and
through
other
other than HTTP and through
other
Internet applications. For
For example,
example, filters
filters can
can be
used
to block
block any
any Internet
Internet application,
application, including
including
used to
peer-to-peer file
fle
email, chat, instant messaging,
messaging, peer-to-peer
sharing, newsgroups, streaming video and audio,
Internet television
voice
over over
Internet
televisionandand
voice
Internet
protocol ('VoIP'),
Internet
protocols
(‘VoIP’),and
andother
other
Internet
protocols
such as
as FTP.
FTP. In
such
Inaddition
additiontotoblocking
blockingaccess
accesstoto
these Internet
some
these
Internet applications
applicationscompletely,
completely,
some
products provide
parents
with
the
option
of
provide parents with the option of
providing
providing limited
limitedaccess
accesstotothese
theseapplications.
applications.
For example,
example, instant
instant messaging
messaging and email may
may be
permitted, but some
some of
of the
thefiltering
fltering products
products will
will
only permit
the
sending
and
receiving
of
permit the sending and receiving of
messagesfrom
fromcertain
certainauthorized
authorizedindividuals,
individuals, and
messages
will
willblock
blocke-mails
e-mailsororinstant
instantmessages
messages containing
inappropriate words
words ororany
anyimages.
images.Filtering
Filtering
programs
can
also
completely
prevent
children
programs
completely prevent children
from entering
entering or
or using
using chat
chat rooms,
rooms, or
or some
some can
can
41
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merely filter
words
thatthat
filterout
outany
anyinappropriate
inappropriate
words
come up during
during aa chat
chat session.
session.
791 (citations omitted).
then
described
Id. at
at 791
omitted). The
Thecourt
court
then
described the
lexible nature
of
flters:
fflexible
nature of filters:

Some filtering
onlyonly
a small
Some
filteringprograms
programsoffer
offer
a small
number of
others
are highly
number
ofsettings,
settings,while
while
others
are highly
allowing aa parent
customizable, allowing
parent to make detailed
decisions about
about what
what to
to allow
allow and what to block.
Filtering products
Filtering
products do
do this
this by,
by, among
among other things,
enabling parents
parents to choose
choose which categories
categories of
of
speech they
they want
want to
to be
be blocked
blocked (such as
as sexually
sexually
speech
explicit
material,
illicit
drug
information,
explicit material, illicit drug information,
information on
information
on violence
violenceand
and weapons,
weapons, and
and hate
hate
speech) and
and which
thethe
speech)
which age
agesetting
settingthey
theywant
want
product to apply. . . . Filtering
Filtering products
products can
can be
used
by
parents
even
if
they
have
more
than
one
used by parents even if
child. For
Forexample,
example, ifif aa family
familyhas
has four children,
filtering products
many filtering
products will
willenable
enable the
the parent
parent to
set up
up different
different accounts for each child,
child, to
set
to ensure
ensure
that each
each child
child is able
to
access
only
the
content
able to access only
that the
parents
want
child
to to
the parents wantthat
thatparticular
particular
child
access.

Id. (citations omitted). The
The court
court found
found that:
that:
[f]iltering products
both both
Web pages
[f]iltering
productsblock
block
Web pages
originating from
thethe
United
States
andand
originating
fromwithin
within
United
States
Web pages
pages originating from
fromoutside
outsidethe
theUnited
United
States. The geographic origin of
States.
of aa Web
Web page
page is
is
not aa factor
in
how
a
flter
works
because
the
factor in how a filter works because the
filter analyzes
filter
analyzes the
the content
content of
of the
the Web
Web page,
page, not
not
42
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the location from which
which ititcame.
came.

Id. at 791-92. The
The court
court found
foundthat
that "[f]iltering
“[f]ilteringproducts
productsblock
block
both non-commercial and commercial Web pages.”
pages." Id.
Id. at
at 792.
792.
The court also found that:
[i]n addition
filtering
features,
[i]n
additiontototheir
theircontent
content
filtering
features,
filtering products
filtering
productshave
haveaanumber
numberofofadditional
additional
theirtheir
children's
tools totohelp
helpparents
parentscontrol
control
children’s
Internet activities.
Other
tools
available
activities.
tools availableto to
parents
include monitoring
monitoring and
parents include
and reporting
reporting features
features
allow supervising adults to know which
that allow
which sites
sites
what
other
types
of of
a minor
minorhas
hasvisited
visitedand
and
what
other
types
activities
a
minor
has
engaged
in
online.
activities a minor has engaged in

Id.

The District
found
thatthat
"[f]ilters
are widely
DistrictCourt
Court
found
“[f]ilters
are widely
easyto
toobtain,”
obtain," and
andthat
that“[f]iltering
"[f]iltering programs
available and easy
programs are
fairly easy
confgure,
and and
use and
only only
fairly
easytotoinstall,
install,
configure,
use require
and require
minimal effort
to configure
confgure and update.”
update." Id.
minimal
effort by
bythe
the end
end user
user to
Id. at
at
793.
The
court
found
that
"[i]nstalling
and
setting
up
a
flter
793. The court found that “[i]nstalling and setting up a filter
will
willusually
usuallytake
takeaatypical
typicalcomputer
computeruser
userno
nomore
morethan
thanten
tenoror
installation
andand
set-up
process
is not
fifteen minutes.
minutes. The
The
installation
set-up
process
is not
technically complex
special training
training or
technically
complexand
and does
does not require any special
knowledge."
Id.
at
794.
The
court
then
considered
the
knowledge.” Id. at 794. The court then considered the evidence
regarding the
the effectiveness
effectivenessof
offilters.
flters. ItItfound
foundthat:
that:
[f]iltering products
[f]iltering
products have
have improved
improved over time and
are now
now more
more effective
effective than
than ever
ever before.
before. This is
are
because,
as
with
all
software,
the
because, as with all software, fltering
the filtering
companies have
companies
have addressed
addressed problems with
withthe
the
43
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earlier versions of the
the products
products in
in an
an attempt
attempt to
to
make
make their products better. Another
Anotherreason
reasonthe
the
filtering products
effectiveness of filtering
productshas
has improved is
that many products
products now provide multiple
multiple layers
layers
of filtering.
Whereas
many
flters
once
only
filtering. Whereas many filters once only
relied on
or white
lists,lists,
manymany
of
onblack
blacklists
lists
or white
of
today's
utilize black
today’s products utilize
black lists,
lists, white
white lists,
lists, and
real-time, dynamic
to catch
dynamicfltering
filtering
to any
catch any
inappropriate sites that have not previously been
been
classifed by
high level
level of
of
classified
by the
the product. There
There is aa high
feldfield
of Internet
contentcontent
competition ininthethe
of Internet
filtering.
filtering.That
Thatfactor,
factor,along
along with
withthe
the development
of
new
technologies,
has
also
caused
the products
products
of new technologies, has also caused the
to improve over time.

at 794-95 (citations omitted).
Id. at

District Court
The District
Court then
then found
found that:
that:

programs
that
[o]ne of
of the
thefeatures
featuresofoffiltering
filtering
programs
that
adds
to
their
effectiveness
is
that
they
have
adds to their effectiveness is that they have
built-in
from
built-inmechanisms
mechanismstotoprevent
preventchildren
children
from
bypassing
or circumventing
circumventing the
the filters,
flters, including
bypassing or
including
password protection
protection and other devices to prevent
the product
or
children from
fromuninstalling
uninstalling
the product
or
changing the settings. Some
products
even
have
Some products even
a tamper detection
detection feature,
feature, by
bywhich
whichthey
theycan
can
detect when someone
or or
detect
someone is
is trying
tryingtotouninstall
uninstall
disable the
Internet
disable
the product,
product,and
andthen
thencutcutoffoff
Internet
access
altogether
until
it
has
been
properly
access
until it has been properly
reconfigured. Filtering
Filteringcompanies
companiesactively
activelytake
take
44
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steps to
to make
make sure
sure that
that children are not able
steps
able to
to
come up with
flters.
come
withways
waystotocircumvent
circumventtheir
their
filters.
Filtering
identify
Filtering companies
companies monitor the Web to identify
methodsfor
for circumventing
circumventing filters,
flters, and
any methods
and when
such
methods
are
found,
the
filtering
companies
such methods are found, the filtering companies
respond
protections
in an
respond by putting
puttingininextra
extra
protections
in an
attempt to make sure that those methods
methods do not
succeed
with
their
products.
succeed with
Id. at 795 (citations omitted). The
"[i]t isis
The court
court also
also found that “[i]t
diffcult forfor
children
to circumvent
flters filters
because
of the of the
difficult
children
to circumvent
because
." Id.
technical ability
abilityand
andexpertise
expertise necessary
necessary to do
do so
so ...
. . . .”
Id.
Finally,
"flters generally
Finally, the
the court found that “filters
generallyblock
blockabout
about 95%
95%
of sexually explicit
material."
Id.
explicit material.” Id.
After
After describing
describing fltering
filteringtechnology,
technology,the
theDistrict
DistrictCourt
Court
concluded that
that the
the Government
Government “failed
"failed to successfully
concluded
successfully defend
against
the
plaintiffs'
assertion
that
flter
software
and the
against
plaintiffs’ assertion that filter software
and the
Government's
promotion
and
support
thereof
is
a
less
restrictive
Government’s promotion and support thereof is less restrictive
at 813.
The The
courtcourt
reasoned
that that
alternative to COPA."
COPA.”Id.Id.
at 813.
reasoned
"unlike COPA
“unlike
COPAthere
thereare
are no
no fnes
finesororprison
prisonsentences
sentences associated
associated
with
speech.
unlike
COPA,..
with flters
filterswhich
whichwould
wouldchill
chill
speech.Also
Also
unlike
COPA,. . . .
filters
are
fully
customizable
and
may
be
set
for
different
filters are fully customizable and may be set
differentages
ages
and for
speech
or may
be disabled
and
for different
differentcategories
categoriesof of
speech
or may
be disabled
altogether for
for adult use.
altogether
use. As
As aa result,
result, filters
filtersare
are less
less restrictive
restrictive
COPA." Id.
than COPA.”
Id.(citations
(citationsomitted).
omitted).
The District
District Court
Court also
also concluded
concluded that
that the
the Government
"failed to
COPA
“failed
to show
show that
that flters
filtersare
arenot
notatatleast
least as
as effective as COPA
protecting minors
minors from
from harmful
harmful material on
on the
theWeb.”
Web." Id. at
at protecting
814. The
814.
The court
court determined
determined that COPA will
willnot
notreach
reach sexually
sexually
explicit
materials
on
the
Web
that
originate
from
foreign
explicit materials on the Web that originate from foreign
sources, its
its affrmative
and
it isit is
sources,
affirmativedefenses
defensesare
arenot
noteffective,
effective,
and
45
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unlikely
unlikely that
that COPA
COPA will
willbe
beenforced
enforcedwidely.
widely.The
Thecourt
courtfound
found
that:
filters block
filters
block sexually
sexually explicit
explicitforeign
foreignmaterial
materialon
on
the Web,
parents
can
customize
flter
settings
Web, parents can customize filter settings
the ages
agesof
of their
their children
children and what
depending on the
content they
theyfind
find objectionable,
objectionable, and
andfilters
flters
type of content
fairly easy
[F]ilters are
are fairly
easy to install
installand
and use.
use. . . . [F]ilters
are
very effective
at
blocking
potentially
harmful
effective at blocking potentially harmful
sexually explicit
explicit materials.
materials.
(citations omitted).
omitted). The
that “[e]ven
"[e]ven
Id. at 815 (citations
The court concluded that
defendant's own study shows
shows that
that all
all but
but the
the worst
worst performing
performing
defendant’s
filters
are
far
more
effective
than
COPA
would
be
at
filters are
would be protecting
." Id.
children from sexually explicit
explicit material
material on
on the
the Web ...
. . . .”
Id.
does not
notchallenge
challengethe
theDistrict
District Court’s
Court's
The Government does
factual
findings
and
therefore
we
need
not
set
forth
the
evidence
factual findings and therefore we need not forth

on which the
the court
court based
based its fndings.
findings.The
TheGovernment
Governmentdoes
does
contend, however,
however, that
that the
the District
District Court
contend,
Court erred
erred ininconcluding
concluding
that filters
filters are
are aaless
less restrictive
restrictivealternative
alternativebecause
because the
thecourt
court
"fawed analytical
applied aa “flawed
analytical framework"
framework”and
and that
that flters
filterscannot
cannot
be considered a less
less restrictive
restrictive alternative
because
they
are
part
alternative because
"status quo.”
quo." Appellant's
of the “status
Appellant’sBr.
Br.atat43-44.
43-44.
statement
on this
But the
theSupreme
SupremeCourt's
Court’s
statement
on issue
this issue
contravenes
the
Government's
argument:
contravenes the Government’s

In considering
considering this
thisquestion,
question,aa court
courtassumes
assumes that
certain protected speech
speech may be regulated, and
asks what
what is the least
least restrictive
restrictive alternative
then asks
be used
used to
to achieve
achieve that
that goal
goal ..... . . The
that can be
purpose of
of the
the test
test is
is to
to ensure
ensure that
that the
the speech
speech is
restricted
restricted no
no further
furtherthan
thannecessary
necessary to
to achieve
achieve the
46
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goal, for itit isisimportant
importanttotoassure
assure that
that legitimate
legitimate
speech is
isnot
notchilled
chilled or punished. For
speech
For that
that reason,
reason,
the test
of of
test does
does not
not begin
beginwith
withthe
thestatus
statusquo
quo
ask ask
whether
the the
existing regulations,
regulations,then
then
whether
challenged restriction
restriction has
has some
someadditional
additionalability
ability
to achieve
achieve Congress'
Congress’ legitimate
legitimateinterest.
interest.Any
Any
restriction
be justified
justified under that
restriction on
on speech
speech could be
analysis. Instead,
analysis.
Instead, the
the court
court should
should ask
ask whether
whether
the challenged
regulation
is
the
least
restrictive
challenged
the least restrictive
means
among available,
available, effective
effective alternatives.
means among
Ashcroft,
Ashcroft, 542
542 U.S.
U.S. at
at 666,
666, 124
124 S.Ct.
S.Ct. at
at 2791.
2791. This
Thisreasoning
reasoning
explains why
the
Court
then
instructed
the
parties
to
update
why the Court then instructed the parties to update the
factual record regarding
regarding “the
"the effectiveness
effectivenessof
offiltering
filtering software”
software"
so that
that the
the District
District Court
so
Court could
could determine
determine whether
whether "flters
“filtersare
are
less effective than
at 671,
124 S.Ct. at
less
than COPA."
COPA.”Id. Id.
at 671, 124
at 2794.
2794.
Accordingly,
the
Government
is
incorrect
in
its
assertion
that
Accordingly, the Government is incorrect in its assertion that the
District Court
District
Court applied
applied an
an erroneous
erroneous analytical framework.
agreewith
withthe
theDistrict
District Court’s
Court's conclusion
conclusionthat
thatfilters
flters
We agree
and the
the Government’s
Government's promotion of
and
of flters
filtersare
aremore
moreeffective
effective
than COPA. The
TheSupreme
Supreme Court
Court already
already has
has written
written how
how the
the
Government could
act
to
promote
and
support
the
use
of
filters:
could act promote
use of filters:
Congress undoubtedly
undoubtedly may act to
Congress
to encourage
encourage the
use
use of filters.
filters. We
Wehave
haveheld
heldthat
thatCongress
Congresscan
can
give strong incentives to schools and
and libraries
libraries to
use them.
them. It
to promote
promote their
their
It could
could also
also take steps
steps to
development by
development
by industry,
industry,and
andtheir
theiruse
use by
by parents.
parents.
It is
is incorrect,
incorrect, for
forthat
thatreason,
reason, to
tosay
saythat
thatflters
filters
are part
part of
of the
the current
current regulatory
regulatory status
status quo.
quo. The
are
need
for
parental
cooperation
does
not
need for parental cooperation does not
automatically disqualify
a proposed
less
automatically
disqualify
a proposed
less
47
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restrictive alternative.
In enacting
alternative.
enactingCOPA,
COPA,
Congress said
waswas
to prevent
the the
Congress
said itsitsgoal
goal
to prevent
`widespread availability
Internet'
fromfrom
‘widespread
availabilityofofthethe
Internet’
providing
`opportunities for
access
providing ‘opportunities
forminors
minorsto to
access
materials through
the
World
Wide
Web
in
through the World Wide Weba in a
can frustrate
frustrate parental
parental supervision
supervision or
manner that can
control.' COPA
control.’
COPApresumes
presumesthat
thatparents
parentslack
lackthe
the
ability, not
will, to monitor
ability,
not the will,
monitor what their children
see. By
see.
Byenacting
enactingprograms
programstotopromote
promoteuse
useof of
filtering software,
filtering
software,Congress
Congress could
couldgive
giveparents
parents
ability without
that ability
withoutsubjecting
subjectingprotected
protectedspeech
speech to
severe penalties.
penalties.
severe

Id. at 669-70, 124 S.Ct. at 2793
2793 (citations
(citations omitted).

As the District
District Court
Courtpointed
pointedout,
out,filters
filterscan
canbe
beused
used to
to
block foreign
which
COPA
doesdoes
not regulate.
foreignWeb
Websites,
sites,
which
COPA
not regulate.
Though the Government contends that
that COPA
COPA applies
applies to
to foreign
foreign
Web sites,
Court
already
has rejected
the the
sites,the
theSupreme
Supreme
Court
already
has rejected
Government's construction
statute. In Ashcroft
Ashcroft the Court
Government’s
construction of
of the statute.

stated that:
a filter
minors
fromfrom
seeing
all
filtercan
canprevent
prevent
minors
seeing
all
pornography, not just pornography
pornography posted
posted to the
COPA does not prevent
Web from America. .. .. . COPA
access
to those
foreign
minors from
fromhaving
having
access
to those
foreign
harmful
materials.
[I]f
COPA
is
upheld...
harmful materials. . . . [I]f COPA is upheld, . . .
providers of
of the
the materials that would
would be
be covered
by the
the statute
statute simply
simply can
can move
move their
their operations
operations
overseas.
Id. at 667, 124 S.Ct. at 2792.
2792. In
Inlight
lightofofthe
theSupreme
SupremeCourt's
Court’s
express conclusion
conclusion that
that COPA
COPA does
does not
not apply
apply to
to foreign Web
express
48
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sites -– aadetermination
sites
determinationthat
thatdoes
doesnot
notdepend
dependupon
uponthethefacts
facts
developed at
at the later trial
- we
cannot
developed
trial ininthe
theDistrict
DistrictCourt
Court
– we
cannot
construe COPA
COPA to apply to foreign
construe
foreign Web
Web sites.
sites.

Given the vast quantity of
of speech
speech that COPA does
does not
filters do
filters are
cover but that filters
do cover,
cover, itit is
is apparent
apparent that filters
are more
effective in
made plain
plain it is
effective
in advancing
advancing Congress's
Congress’s interest, as it made
in COPA.
flters
are more
fexible
than COPA
COPA.Moreover,
Moreover,
filters
are more
flexible
than COPA
because
parents
can
tailor
them
to
their
own
values
because parents can tailor
own values and
and needs
needs
and
to
the
age
and
maturity
of
their
children
and
thus
use
and
age and
of their children and thus usean
an
appropriate flexible
flexible approach
approachdiffering
differing from COPA’s
COPA's "one
appropriate
“one size
fits
the evidence
makes
clearclear
that, that,
fits all"
all”approach.
approach.Finally,
Finally,
the evidence
makes
although not
not flawless,
fawless, with
with proper use
usefilters
flters are
are highly
highly effective
effective
in preventing minors from
sexually explicit
explicit material
from accessing
accessing sexually
on the Web.
At
At oral
oral argument,
argument, the
the Government
Government made
made much of
of a study
that found that only
54
percent
of
parents
use
filters.
But
only 54 percent of parents use
Butthe
the
Government has
neglected
the
fact
that
this
fgure
represents
has neglected the fact that this figure represents a
increase from
from aa prior
prior study done four
65 percent increase
four years
years earlier,
which
thatsignificantly
signifcantly more
usingfilters.
flters.
which indicates that
more families
families are using
159-60. Furthermore,
some
App. atat 159-60.
Furthermore,the
thecircumstance
circumstancethat
that
some
parents
choose
not
to
use
filters
does
not
mean
that
flters
parents choose not to use filters does not mean that filters are
are
effective alternative to COPA.
COPA. Though
not an effective
Though we
we recognize that
some of
of those
those parents
parentsmay
maybe
beindifferent
indifferentto
to what
what their
their children
children
some
see, others
others may
may have
have decided
decided to
to use
use other
other methods
methods to protect
see,
their children
such
as
by
placing
the
family
children – such as by placing the familycomputer
computerininthe
the
living room,
living
room,instead
instead of
of their
their children's
children’sbedroom
bedroom -–orortrust
trustthat
that
avoid
harmful
material
on the
their children
children will
willvoluntarily
voluntarily
avoid
harmful
material
on the
thethe
primary
reason
thatthat
Internet. Studies
Studieshave
haveshown
shownthat
that
primary
reason
parents do not use
use filters
filters is that they think
they
are
unnecessary
think they are unnecessary
because
they trust
trust their
their children
children and
need to
to block
block
because they
and do not
not see
see aa need
49
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content. Id.
content.
Id.atat160,
160,164,
164, 278,
278, 1567.
1567. The
TheGovernment
Governmentsimply
simply
has not carried its
is a
has
its burden
burdenofofshowing
showingthat
thatCOPA
COPA
is more
a more
Government's
effective method
method than
than flters
filtersininadvancing
advancingthethe
Government’s
compelling
interest
as
evidenced
in
COPA.
compelling interest as evidenced in
more effective,
effective, itit is clear
clear that
thatfilters
flters
In addition to being more
are less
thethe
Supreme
Court
hashas
are
less restrictive than
than COPA.
COPA.AsAs
Supreme
Court
stated:
[f]ilters are
They
[f]ilters
areless
lessrestrictive
restrictivethan
thanCOPA.
COPA.
They
impose selective
impose
selective restrictions
restrictions on
onspeech
speechatatthethe
receiving end,
end, not
notuniversal
universalrestrictions
restrictionsatatthethe
source. Under a filtering
source.
filteringregime,
regime, adults
adults without
without
children may
gain
access
to
speech
they
have a
may gain access speech
right to
without having to identify
identify themselves
right
to see
see without
themselves
or provide
provide their
theircredit
creditcard
cardinformation.
information.Even
Even
adults with
access
thethe
adults
with children
childrenmay
mayobtain
obtain
accessto to
same speech
speechon
onthe
thesame
sameterms
termssimply
simplyby
byturning
turning
same
off
the
filter
on
their
home
computers.
Above
all,
off
filter on their
computers.
promoting
promoting the
the use of flters
filtersdoes
doesnot
notcondemn
condemn as
as
speech,
andand
so the
criminal any
anycategory
categoryof of
speech,
so the
potential chilling
chillingeffect
effectisiseliminated,
eliminated,ororatatleast
least
much diminished. All
of
these
things
are
true,
All of these things are true,
regardlessof
ofhow
how broadly
broadly or
or narrowly
narrowly
moreover, regardless
definitions in
the definitions
in COPA
COPAare
are construed.
construed.
Ashcroft,
thethe
Ashcroft, 542
542 U.S.
U.S.atat667,
667,124
124S.Ct.
S.Ct.atat2792.
2792.Although
Although
Supreme
Court
made
this
statement
after
reviewing
the
record
Supreme Court made this statement after reviewing
from the
the hearing
hearing on
on the
the preliminary
preliminaryinjunction,
injunction,thetheevidence
evidence
produced at
at the
the trial
trial on the merits confrms
confirmsthe
theCourt's
Court’sinitial
initial
impression. Unlike
impression.
UnlikeCOPA,
COPA,flters
filterspermit
permitadults
adultstotodetermine
determineifif
and when they want
to
use
them
and
do
not
subject
want to use
not subject speakers
speakers to
criminal or
criminal
or civil
civilpenalties.
penalties.
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During
During oral
oral argument,
argument, the
the Government
Government contended
contended that
not prohibit
prohibit Congress
Congress from
from adopting
the First Amendment does
does not
"belt-and-suspenders" approach to addressing
addressing the
thecompelling
compelling
a “belt-and-suspenders”
government interest
minors
fromfrom
accessing
government
interest ofofprotecting
protecting
minors
accessing
harmful material
on
the
Web,
with
filters
acting
as
the
material on the Web, with filters acting as the"belt"
“belt”
and COPA as
"suspenders." But
and
as the “suspenders.”
But as
as counsel
counsel for
for plaintiffs
plaintiffs
correctly pointed
pointed out,
out, under
under the
the First
FirstAmendment,
Amendment,ififthe
thebelt
belt
works atatleast
as the
then then
the the
leastasaseffectively
effectively
as suspenders,
the suspenders,
Government cannot
for not
Government
cannotprosecute
prosecutepeople
people
forwearing
not wearing
suspenders. Here, based
basedon
onthe
theprior
prior litigation
litigation in
suspenders.
in the
the Supreme
Supreme
ACLU
II and
Court'sCourt’s
Court and
and this
thisCourt
Courtin in
ACLU
II the
andDistrict
the District
findings on
on the
the remand,
remand, the
the Government
Government has
has not
notshown
shownthat
that
COPA is a more effective
effective and
less
restrictive
alternative
to
the
and less restrictive
use
Government's
promotion
of them
in in
use of
of filters
filtersand
andthethe
Government’s
promotion
of them
effectuating COPA's
COPA’s purposes.
purposes. Indeed,
Indeed,we
wewould
wouldreach
reachthis
this
prior
litigation
or the
conclusion on
on the
thebasis
basisofofeither
eitherthethe
prior
litigation
or the
District
Court's
fndings
on
the
remand.
Accordingly,
COPA
District Court’s findings on the remand. Accordingly, COPA
fails the
prong
of aof
strict
scrutiny
analysis
and is and is
thethird
third
prong
a strict
scrutiny
analysis
unconstitutional.

C. Vagueness
Vagueness and Overbreadth
The Government
Government also
also challenges
challenges the
the District
DistrictCourt's
Court’s
violates
the First
decision that
thatCOPA
COPAfacially
facially
violates
the and
FirstFifth
and Fifth
Amendments
is impermissibly
impermissibly vague
Amendments because
because itit is
vague and
and overbroad.
1. Vagueness
1.
Vagueness

The Supreme
Supreme Court recently
recently described
described the
thevagueness
vagueness
doctrine:
Vagueness
doctrine is an
Vagueness doctrine
an outgrowth
outgrowthnot
notofofthe
the
First
Amendment,
but
of
the
Due
Process
Clause
First Amendment, but of the Due Process
conviction
failsfails
to to
of the
the Fifth
FifthAmendment.
Amendment.A A
conviction
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comport with
statute
under
withdue
dueprocess
processif ifthethe
statute
under
which
which ititisisobtained
obtainedfails
failstotoprovide
providea aperson
personofof
notice
of what
ordinary intelligence
intelligencefairfair
notice
of is
what is
prohibited,
or
is
so
standardless
that
it
authorizes
prohibited, or is so standardless
seriously
discriminatory
or encourages
encourages
seriously
discriminatory
enforcement. Although ordinarily
ordinarily a plaintiff
plaintiff who
enforcement.
who
engages in
in some
someconduct
conductthat
thatisisclearly
clearlyproscribed
proscribed
engages
cannot complain of
cannot
of the
the vagueness
vagueness of the law
law as
as
applied to the conduct of
others,
we
have
relaxed
of
that requirement in
in the
the First Amendment context,
permitting
argue
thatthat
a statute
is is
permitting plaintiffs
plaintiffsto to
argue
a statute
overbroad because
whether
it
overbroad
because ititis unclear
is unclear
whether
it
regulates
a
substantial
amount
of
protected
regulates a substantial amount of protected
speech. But perfect clarity
speech.
clarityand
and precise
precise guidance
have never been
been required
required even
even of
of regulations
regulations that
restrict expressive
activity.
expressive activity.
Williams, 128
Williams,
128S.Ct.
S.Ct.atat1845
1845(citations,
(citations,quotation
quotationmarks,
marks, and
brackets
omitted). The
brackets omitted).
The Court further
further explained:
explained:
statutevague
vagueisisnot
notthe
thepossibility
possibility
What renders a statute
to determine
that itit will
willsometimes
sometimesbebedifficult
difficult
to determine
whether the incriminating
incriminating fact
it
establishes
fact it establishes has
has
been
of of
been proved; but
butrather
ratherthe
theindeterminacy
indeterminacy
precisely what that fact is. Thus,
Thus, we
we have
have struck
to to
down statutes
statutes that
that tied
tiedcriminal
criminalculpability
culpability
whether the defendant’s
defendant's conduct was
was ‘annoying’
`annoying'
`indecent' -– wholly
judgments
or ‘indecent’
whollysubjective
subjective
judgments
without
without statutory
statutory defnitions,
definitions,narrowing
narrowingcontext,
context,
or settled legal meanings.

Id. at 1846.
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Our discussion
discussion in ACLU
ACLUIIIIofofthe
thequestion
questionofofwhether
whether
was
quite
limited
but inbut
a in a
COPA isisimpermissibly
impermissiblyvague
vague
was
quite
limited
considered COPA’s
COPA's use
of the term
footnote we stated that we considered
use of
"minor" as
COPA's definition
“minor”
as incorporated in COPA’s
definition of
of "material
“materialthat
that
is harmful to minors"
to
be
impermissibly
vague.
We
reached
minors” to be impermissibly vague. We reached
webelieved
believedthat
that“a
"aWeb
Webpublisher
publisherwill
will
this conclusion because
because we
be forced to
to guess
guess at the bottom
bottom end
end of
ofthe
therange
rangeofofages
agestoto
which
statute applies,”
applies," and
andthus
thuswill
will not
not have
have“fair
"fair notice
notice of
of
which the statute
what conduct would subject
them
to
criminal
sanctions
under
subject
criminal sanctions under
COPA" and
"will be
range of
of
COPA”
and “will
bedeterred
deterred from
from engaging
engaging in a wide range
constitutionally protected
constitutionally
protected speech."
speech.” 322 F.3d at 268 n.37.
The District
District Court
that COPA
COPA
Court on
on the
the remand concluded that
is vague for several
several reasons.
reasons. First,
First, the
the court
courtpointed
pointedout
outthat
that
different
scienterscienter
requirements
COPA utilizes
utilizestwotwo
different
requirements -–
"knowingly" and
- but
does
notnot
defne
either
“knowingly”
and"intentionally"
“intentionally”
– but
does
define
either
standard. Gonzales,
standard.
Gonzales, 478 F. Supp. 2d at 816-17. Second,
Second, the
the
court determined
that
although
Congress
intended
COPA
to
determined that although Congress intended COPA to
pornographers,
the phrase
apply solely
solelyto commercial
to commercial
pornographers,
the phrase
"communication for
as modified
modifed by
“communication
for commercial
commercial purposes"
purposes” as
by the
the
phrase
notnot
limitlimit
COPA's
phrase "engaged
“engaged ininthe
thebusiness"
business”does
does
COPA’s
application to
to commercial
commercial pornographers.
pornographers. Id.
Id.atat817.
817.Thus,
Thus,
are not
not commercial
commercial pornographers
pornographers will
will be
Web publishers that are
uncertain as
as to whether
whether they
they will
willface
faceprosecution
prosecutionunder
underthe
the
statute, chilling
chilling their speech.
statute,
speech. Id. Third,
Third,the
the court
court found
found that
that the
definition ofof"minor"
as as
anyany
person
under
17 years
of age
definition
“minor”
person
under
17 years
of age
creates
vagueness
in
COPA
because
materials
that
could
have
creates vagueness in COPA because materials that
"serious literary,
literary, artistic, political,
political, or
“serious
or scientifc
scientificvalue"
value”for
foraa1616year-old
for aa threeyear-old would
wouldnot
notnecessarily
necessarilyhave
have the
the same
same value for
year-old. Id.
Id.Thus,
Thus,Web
Webpublishers
publisherscannot
cannottell
tellwhich
whichofofthese
these
minors should be
considered
in
deciding
the
content
of
their
be considered in deciding the content of their
sites. Id.
that COPA’s
COPA's
Web sites.
Id. at
at 817-18. Fourth,
Fourth, the
the court
court stated
stated that
53
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use
of the
the phrase
phrase “as
"as aawhole”
whole" is
is vague
vague because
becauseitit is
is unclear
unclear how
how
use of

that phrase
phrasewould
would apply
apply to
to the
the Web.
Web. Id.
Id. at
at 818.
that the
theDistrict
District Court erred in
in
The Government contends that
finding
COPA
impermissibly
vague
and
argues
that
the
statutory
finding COPA impermissibly vague and argues that the statutory
provisions
District Court
provisions that
that the District
Courtconcluded
concludedrendered
rendered the
the statute
vague instead served
served to
to limit
limit the
the reach
reach of
of the
the statute.
statute.

conclusion
in ACLU
II thatII that
We are
are bound
boundbybyourour
conclusion
in ACLU
COPA's
definition
of
"minor"
renders
the
statute
vague.
COPA’s definition of “minor” renders the statute vague.
agreewith
with the
theDistrict
District Court’s
Court's conclusion that
Furthermore we agree
COPA's use
for for
COPA’s
use ofofthe
thephrases
phrasesand
andterms
terms"communication
“communication
"intentional,"
and and
commercial purposes,"
purposes,”"as
“asa whole,"
a whole,”
“intentional,”
"knowing"
renders
it
vague,
for
the
reasons
the
District
“knowing” renders it vague, for the reasons
District Court
Court
stated in
in its
its opinion.
stated

2. Overbreadth
Overbreadth
The Supreme
Supreme Court
Court also
also addressed
addressedthe
theFirst
FirstAmendment
Amendment
The
overbreadth doctrine
doctrine in
in Williams,
Williams, stating
overbreadth
stating that:
that:

[A] statute
invalid
if it if
prohibits
a
[A]
statuteisisfacially
facially
invalid
it prohibits
a
substantial amount of
substantial
ofprotected
protectedspeech.
speech.TheThe
doctrine seeks
to
strike
a
balance
between
seeks to strike a balance
between
hand,
thethe
competing social costs.
costs. On
Onthe
theone
one
hand,
threat of enforcement of
of an
an overbroad law
law deters
deters
people from
engaging
in constitutionally
from
engaging
in constitutionally
protected speech,
speech,inhibiting
inhibiting the free exchange
exchange of
of
ideas. On
hand, invalidating
invalidating a law that
ideas.
On the other hand,
is perfectly
in some
someof its
of applications
its applications
is perfectly
a law
directed
at at
constitutional -–particularly
particularly
a law
directed
beenbeen
made
conduct so
so antisocial
antisocialthat
thatit has
it has
made
criminal
has
obvious
harmful
effects.
In
order
criminal – has obvious harmful effects. In order
wewe
have
to maintain
maintainananappropriate
appropriatebalance,
balance,
have
54
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vigorously
requirement
that that
a
vigorously enforced
enforcedthethe
requirement
a
statute's overbreadth be substantial,
substantial, not only
only in an
statute’s
absolute sense,
sense,but
but also
also relative
relative to the statute's
absolute
statute’s
plainly
Invalidation forfor
plainly legitimate
legitimatesweep.
sweep.
Invalidation
overbreadth
is
strong
medicine
that is not
overbreadth is strong
not to
to be
be
casually employed.

S.Ct. at
at 1838
1838 (citations
(citations and quotation
quotation marks omitted).
128 S.Ct.

In ACLU
that COPA
is "substantially
ACLUII we
II held
we held
that COPA
is “substantially
overbroad" because:
overbroad”
because:
significant burdens
it places
places significant
burdens on Web publishers'
publishers’
communication of speech
that
is
constitutionally
speech that is constitutionally
protected as to
to adults
adults and
and adults’
adults' ability
ability to
toaccess
access
speech. In
In so
so doing,
doing, COPA
COPA encroaches
such speech.
encroaches upon
signifcant amount
a significant
amountof
ofprotected
protected speech
speech beyond
the Government
may target
that which
which
the Government
may target
constitutionally
in
preventing
children's
constitutionally in preventing children’sexposure
exposure
for minors.
to material that is
is obscene
obscene for

found
thatthat
COPA's
definition
of
322 F.3d
F.3d atat266-67.
266-67.WeWe
found
COPA’s
definition
of
"material
harmful
to
minors"
"impermissibly
places
at
risk
a
“material harmful to minors” “impermissibly places at risk a
wide spectrum
protected"
spectrum ofofspeech
speechthat
thatis isconstitutionally
constitutionally
protected”
because
"calls for
for evaluation of
of ‘any
`any material’
material' on the Web in
because itit“calls
isolation."
wewe
explained:
isolation.” Id.Id.atat267.
267.Thus,
Thus,
explained:
an isolated
isolated item
item located
Web site
site
an
located somewhere
somewhere on
on aa Web
meetsthe
the‘harmful
`harmfulto
tominors’
minors' definition
defnition can
that meets
can
subject the
the publisher
publisherof
of the
thesite
siteto
toliability
liability under
subject
COPA, even though
COPA,
though the entire Web page (or Web
site) that
that provides
provides the
the context
context for
for the
the item
item would
would
be constitutionally
adults
constitutionallyprotected
protectedforfor
adults (and
as to
to minors).
indeed, may be protected as
55
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Id. We
Wealso
also found
found that
that COPA's
COPA’s definition
definitionofof"minors"
“minors”renders
renders
the statute
statute overinclusive
overinclusive because
because itit"broadens
“broadensthe
thereach
reachof of
`material that
to minors'
underunder
the statute
to
‘material
that isisharmful
harmful
to minors’
the statute
to
encompass
a
vast
array
of
speech
that
is
clearly
protected
for
encompass a vast array of speech that is clearly protected for
adults –- and
be obscene
obsceneas
astotoolder
olderminors
minors. ...
and indeed, may not be
..
at at
268.
We We
next next
foundfound
that COPA's
definition
of
. ”" Id.Id.
268.
that COPA’s
definition
of
"commercial purposes"
overbroad for
for the
“commercial
purposes” rendered
rendered the statute
statute overbroad
samereasons
reasonsthat
thatititfailed
failedstrict
strictscrutiny.
scrutiny. Id.
same
Id. at
at 269.
269.
We also
also found
found that
that“COPA’s
"COPA's application
application of
of ‘community
`community
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protected speech.
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V. CONCLUSION
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the
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